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News In Brief
Severe Storm Awareness Week
will be observed March 6-12
Severe Storm Awareness Week 1988 will be observed in Calloway
County March 6-12, according to Peggy Billington, Calloway County
Disaster and Emergency Services coordinator.
The severe weather warning test will be conducted on Wednesday,
March 9 at an undisclosed time, Billington said. As in the past. the
warning message is to be broadcast across the state by three sources
- the Kentucky State Police, NOAA Weather radio and the Emergency Broadcast System.
-We are hoping that everyone will take this opportunity to have
practice drills and programs concerning severe weather," Billington
said
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Republican presidential candidates have raised almost five
times as much as Democratic
hopefuls in Kentucky, and have
spent about 10 times more, according to,Federal Election Commission reports.
However, of the more __than
$600,000 total contributed by Kentuckians, less than a quarter of
that had been spent in the state,
The Courier-Journal reported

Monday.
campaign, generally in inVice President George Bush led stallments. Often, they came in
the Republican pack with $302,083, monthly amounts of$19.88.
or 61 percent of the $494,236
The average Bush and Dole
donated to GOP candidates donor in Kentucky,,however, had
through Jan. 31. Kansas Sen. Bob given about $1,000 each, the maxDole got $112,863, or 23 percent, imum one can give to a presidenand former television evangelist tial candidate'.$ _campaign. The
Pat Robertson got $64,165 for 13 _ average reflects duplicate giving
percent.
to political action committees supThe average Robertson donor in porting the two men.
Kentucky had given $300 to the
Robertson led in the expenditure
evangelical Christian leader's column, having spent $47,015

(C,ont'd on page 2)

MURRAY, Ky.(AP -The first
Chinese student to work for the
Murray State News is writing a
book about his experiences in the
United States.
Charlie Wang is learning some
of the peculiarities of American
English as he studies for a
master's degree in journalism at
Murray State University.
Wang, 29, remembers a trip to
Michigan when somebody asked
him "How's it going?"
"I said I wasn't going
anywhere," recalled Wang, a
graduate assistant and staff
writer at the student newspaper.
The book he is writing, titled
"Inside the Melting Pot," covers
subjects ranging from American
slang to a run-in with New York
City police. ;
((tont'd on page 2)

Elsewhere...

Blandford ••
tax increase
dead issue
in Assembly

The 11••oelaged

JERUSALEM - Secretary of State George P Shultz ended his
peace mission today apparently without the approval of Israel or the
Arabs of his plan for talks on Palestinian self-rule and a settlement of
;he Arab-Israeli conflict
JERUSALEM - Two Palestinians were killed and two injured in
clashes with Israeli troops in the occupied lands Prime Minister Yitzhak Samir said he may consider closing the area to the media if that
would limit the -iolence
WASHINGTON - .President Reagan is heading for Europe to
assure worried NATO allies that the U S.-Soviet nuclear missile trea.
ty will not leave them defenseless in the face of superior Warsaw
l'act tanks and artillery.
BRISSELS. Belgium - Arms control and disarmament may
dominate this week's NATO summit discussions, but the leaders also
will hold talks about human rights and budget problems, alliance of
ficials say
PANAM.4
Panama - A general strike protesting the regim),
of Gen. Manuel Antonio Nortega failed to halt transportation and
most commerce in the capital, but organizers predicted it would
gather momentum today
PHOENIX. .4r11. - The Senate is past the "first-day jitters" in
Gov. Evan Mecham's impeachment trial and ready to hear evidence
on whether the first-term_govemor should be removed from office.
THE WORLD OF POLITICS - GOP presidential hopeful Pat
Robertson chose Florida as the setting to revive his claim that Soviet
missiles are in Cuba. while Democratic contender Jesse Jackson
made a point of raising racial Issues at a string of campaign
appearances

—Today's Index

Subscribers who have not
'eceived their home-delivered copy
of the Th• Murray Ledgar
Tignosby 5 30 p m Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urged to call 763-1916 between 6:30
p.m. and 6 p.m Monday through
Friday. or 3-30 p.m and 4 p.m.
Saturday Office Hours - a.m.
• 6 p.m. Monday through Friday,
6 a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday

through Jan. 31. Bush had spent
$40,511; Dole, $29,710; and U.S.
Rep. Kemp, R-N.Y., $1,061.
The total for contributions to the
eight former and current
Democratic Contenders through
Jan. 31 was $109,587 from individuals in Kentucky, which has
its presidential primaries March
8: The candidates spent a combined $18,264.

Student from
China busy
recording his
experiences

PROVIDENCE, Ky. tAPs - Pyro Energy Corp. of Evansville.
Ind plans to buy Jim Smith Coal Co. of Providence, according to a
published report
The Courier-Journal, in a story in today's editions, said the announcement would be made by Pyro Energy today. Pyro President
Charles W Schulties would not comment on the corporation's intentions, but said through a spokesman that Pyro would issue a statement today "that should be of interest."
A source told the newspaper that Pyro, a public corporation with
oil, gas and coal interests, made Smith a very attractive offer. The
Smith strip-mine operation has been profitable, and other coal companies have previously considered buying it, said the source, who
was not identified
Neither Jim Smith or Smith Coal President Ron Siler returned
calls to their offices Monday
An official of Big Rivers Electric Corp in Henderson, which has
three contracts with Smith Coal. said the utility had been notified
about a "pending deal" between Pyro and Smith Joe Craig,
manager of fuels, said it was his understanding that the contracts
would not be affected
Detailed information was not available on Smith's coal holdings.
hut tus reserves are primarily in Webster County. In 1886, revenues of
$50 million svere contemplated for the business
Pyro Energy owns half interest in Pyro Mining Co. of Sturgis.
which has three underground mines in Webster County and employs
about 1.250 people. a mining company spokesman said, adding that
the mines are non-union
A Pyro Energy official did not return calls about the corporation's
holdings Monday
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Murray State junior Jeff Martin leave* the floor in style after being replaced in the closing minutes of Monday
night's 82-88 Racer win. The win gave Murray State its eighth Ohio 1 alley Conference championship. t See

%tories on page 8.)
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FRANKFORT Ky. (AP House Speaker Don Blandford
said the "chances are nil" that the
General Assembly will pass a tax
increase this session.
Blandford said Monday he
reached the conclusion after
House Democratic Whip Kenny
Rapier, at his request, polled
House Democrats on support for a
tax increase.
Rapier said he had polled 58 of
the 71 House Democrats. He said
30 supported a tax increase and 28
were opposed.
"I've got more to count
but
it's not nearly enough We can't
have any more than 20 (House
Democrats ) opposed to have a
chance,- Rapier said.
."-I have confidence in Kenny's
count," Blandford said. "There
aren't enough votes."
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has
vowed to veto arty tax increase. It
would take 51 votes in the House to
. rd
"
_

Wilkinson promotes education, road programs
Forecast
Tonight: Increasing
cloudiness. Low near 40. South
wind 5 to 10 mph
Wednesday: Mostly cloudy
with--a 50 percent chance of
showers High 80 to 65
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a chance of showers Thursday and clear to partly cloudy
skies and cooler temperatures
Friday and Saturday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

354.5
354.5'

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has
started lobbying the General
Assembly in earnest on behalf of
his programs.
Wilkinson held private meetings
Monday with Senate Democrats
on his education package and
House Democratic leaders on
transportation issues
The meeting with senators, who
have been most critical of Wilkinson during the early weeks of NI
term, was polite but subdued,0cording to members attending the
nearly hour-long session.
"1 don't think there was any

hostility at all," said Sen. Nick
Kafoglis, D-Bowling Green.
Wilkinson declined to discug
the meeting, hurrying away with
aides and dismissing reporters
with a Oft "I have nothing to
say"
Most of the senators feel some
loyalty to the education measures
enacted during the 1985 special
legislative session and in 1986,
Kafoglis said
"The question in people's minds
was, 'We.'ve got things that are
yielding good results
you're
asking us to try things that are
really unproven." Kafoglis said

A iliunson has continued some of
those measures, but is strongly
behind his own plan The major
part of the plan proposed in this
budget cycle is a $13 million appropriation for the poorest school
districts and the beginning of a
program to reward individual
schools for improvements.
Wilkinson wants to spend $70
million in the 1990-92 biennium to
begin the rewardS
•"There wasn't a thing said in
there that he hasn't said tO the
press and the public," said Setate
President Pro Tern John "Eck"
Rose, D-Winchester

Kafoglis said senators asked
Wilkinson if he would press for
that funding even if the state's
financial condition had not
improved.
"He said he would fund the program," Kafoglis said. "Whether
he would do that by raising taxes
or getting money from other programs remains to be seen."
The reception was a little better
earlier in the day when Wilkinson
met with selected House
Democrats to talk about truck
taxes.
(Cont'd on page 2)
4
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Democrats in session

Kiwanis annual gun and knife show
scheduled for this weekend at ECMS
The Murray Kiwanis Club will
sponsor its annual spring Gun and
Knife Show March 5 and 6 from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Calloway
County Middle School on College
Farm Road.
This is West Kentucky's oldest
gun and knife show and will
feature over 750 feet of table space
devoted to guns, knives, coins,
watches, militaria, parts and

related items, Exhibitors will be
present from Seven states and will
include dealers, collectors,
gunsmiths, knifemakers aad
leather craftsmen.
This show is heavily attended by
persons living in the fir-state
area with the Murray' Kiwanis
Club antincpating a gate attendante in excess of 2,000„ according
to Robert E Daniel. show

Governor: review shows no
funds for higher education

_
Doug Tucker, left, chairman of the Democratic Execuuie
Committee of Calloway County, briefs committee
members on the selection of delegates for the Democratic
National Convention. Tucker encouraged everyone
to vote next Tuesday on Super Tuesday. In other business,
Pete Waldrop and Jackie Overbey were voted on to
the committee. Pictured above with Tucker are, from
left: Suzanne Schroader, Karen Crick, secretary;
Violet Johnson, Ron Talent, Overbey and Waldrop.

Rep. Richard Gephardt, $21,400
(31 donors ; Jesse Jackson, $4,850
( 11 donors: Massachusetts Gov.
Michael Dukakis, $4,350 five
donors ), and Illinois 'Sin. Paul
Simon, $2,050 ( five donors.
Dukakis had spent $8,609;
Simon, $4,000; and Gore, $3,655.
Gephardt and Jackson each had
spent about $1,000 in Kentucky.
Although Democrats outnumber
Republicans 2.4 to 1 in registered
voters, 662 Kentuckians had given

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — Gov. Wallace Wilkinso4 Lid
another
review of his proposed 1988-90 budget has not found any mc
money for
higher education.
State university presidents have said that Wilkinson's propose
d
budget provides no new money for faculty or staff pay raises
next year
and leaves them far short of the money needed for fixed cbsts.
After meeting with the presidents earlier this month, Wilkins
on
directed his budget staff tO see whether more money could be
found.
"I really want to satisfy myself that there's not any moneY being
spent
somewhere that couldn't serve us better if it were spent in higher
education," he said Monday. "So far, we haven't found any
"I'm not optimistic, but I'm still looking."
His budget calls for a little more than a 1 percent increa4e in state
funding for higher education next year and a 5 percent incre4se in
1989-90:
Wilkinson remained adamant that the presidents can'Illnd
enough
money in their budgets to provide the same 2 percent pay ra*s for
their
faculties and staffs that he has recommended for teacherikand
other
state employees. He called the pay raises "vitally importantY.'
A 2 percent raise for faculty and staff in the state system wout4 cost an
estimated $9.4 million next fiscal year.
"They're going to have to prioritize and make those tough deciaions,
just as I had to make them ( in his proposed budget(," Wilkinson 40_
He also Said he has scheduled his second meeting with the presideets
for Thursday.

'Grant from
state assists
with facility
A $15,311 grant from the Area
Development Fund has' been
awarded the City of Murray to
assist with the recent construction
of the new Murray City Police
Department facility, according to
a recent announcement by Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson. According to local officials, the
3,500 square feet building located
at the corner of Poplar and South
Fifth Streets will provide much
needed space for administrative
offices. central communications.
investigation units. interrogation
rooms, squad training, processing
and ,emergeacy resource
operations.
The Purchase Area Develop.
'inent District board of directors
recommended the project for funding. Murray City Clerk Jo Crass
said application for the funds was
made approximately six weeks
ago. She also said that $30,000 is,
also available through the grant
for the remodeling of city hall
The Area Development Fund is
a capital projects program administered by the Department of
Local Government in the Officer
of the Governor.

.'to GOP presidential candidates,
while only 212 had donated to
Democratic hopefuls.
(Cont'd from page.It
Those totals mainly include
donors who had given S200,,or more
Although fornier U.S. Sen. Gary
to a candidate: By law, their
Hart of Colorado has had only one
names must be listed by the canKentucky donor since his temdidates on reports to the FEC. A
porary withdrawal from the race
few Kentuckians who gave less
last spring, he still was atop the
than $200 were reported anyway.
heap with $43,896 from 57 donors.
Through January, 214 KenTennessee Sen. Albert Gore Jr.
tuckians had donated money to
had $25,691 178 donors; Missouri
Robertson, compared with 308 for
Bush and 111 for Dole.
In the latest October-January
and News adviser.' Charlie writes
period, however, Robertson's
very well," she said. "He fits in
fund-raising efforts outpaced
very well. He's one of the kids."
(Cont'd from page ft
those of Bush and Dole in
Wang doesn't spare any praise
Wang was visiting friends in
Kentucky.
for
his editors. "Everybody helps
New York when he went out late to
While Bush added just $9,000
me," he told Paducah Sun columget a hamburger. He was carrying
from 23 people, Dole collected
nist Berry Craig. "I leave notes
a toy gun for protection and
more than $13,000 from 26 peoplc
with my stories saying, 'Change
workers at a fast food restaurant
and
Robertson nearly $18,000 from
saw the weapon and called police. what you think is necessary.' 67 people.
Editors send me notes on the comWang was leaving the
Most of the Robertson donors
restaurant as three squad cars of puter saying, 'Hey. Charlie, who
reporte
d in the four-month period
armed police pulled up and yelled, said that?' Things like that."
had given smeller amounts
Wang learned British English at
"Drop your gun and lie on the
previously. But they had remained
the Shanghai Foreign Language
ground." Wang was released and
unmentioned
members of his
the command became the title of Institute. "But I heard a lot of "invisible army" — until they
Americ
an English from listening
one of his chapters.
went over the $200 mark.
to the Voice of America and
Wang, the first Murray State
Although Robertson's conNews staffer to come from China, reading American magazines like
tributors included some GOP
is learning to write like an Time and Newsweek."
ultraconservatives and several
Though bitter enemies during
American reporter, according to
identifiable anti-abortion acAnn Landini, a journalism teacher the Korean War, the United States
tivists, the ranks also included
and China have steadily improved
university professors, profesrelations in recent years. Wang
sionals, computer specialists,
thinks the countries will continue
retailers and retirees not
to draw closer.
previously seen on GOP donor
"The United States wants to use
lists.
China to counter the Russians
Kemp was the only other
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP), — SoChina needs the United States
preside
ntial candidate to raise
Seventeen bead stones at Old Salem Cemetery, located southeast of Murray on
called "anti-nepotism" legislabecause it is the most developed
Old Salem Cemeter) Road.
more
than
$3,000 in Kentucky from
were knocked over between bud Wednesday and Sunday morning. 4 WO reward is
tion, designed to reduce patronage
country in the world. We need the
being offered for Informs
Oct.
through
1
Jan.
31, according
tion leading to the arrest and conviction of those responsible for the vandalism of the
politics in county schools, appears
technology."
cemetery . This is one of
to FEC records. Kemp raised
the oldest cemeteries in Calloway Count) with some tombstones dating back to
doomed this session of the General . Unlike most Chinese students in
before IMO.
$4,055,
bringing his total for the
Assembly, lawmakers say.
America, who study technical subSenate Majority Leader Joe
jects, Wang wants to return to his campaign to $10,015 from 19
donors.
a tax increase are gone for this
payments to state retirement
Wright, D-Harned, said he moved
country to work for a Chinese
The
two
GOP
candida
tes
who
system
session
s
Blandford said the
to kill a Senate version of the
government English language
withdrew from the race this month (Cont'd from page fl
legislature and Wilkinson will pro.
legislation because "it is extremepublication. In the meantime,
Blandford said he gelieves the
— former Delaware Gov. Pete dupose one before the two-year
override a veto
ly difficult to legislate ethics, exhe's writing mostly feature stories
legislat
ure will pass a budget that
Pont
and
former
Secreta
ry
of
budget
penod ends on June 30
Blandfo
rd
tremely difficult — if not impossisaid
the head count restores the money to
about his homeland or other interFish and
State Alexander Haig — were non- showed a drop in support
1990
ble." He also maintains the
national students on campus.
for a tax
Wildlife and continues the overstarters in Kentucky. DuPont increase since earlier
measures would bar qualified
"I also hope what I write will
in the ses- match payments. He said he
'I don't think it can wait-for the
exfinished
with $4,000 from seven
sion. He attributed the decline to pects the legislat
teachers from areas that need
better inform students about
ure to cut some of next session The governdr
donors, Haig with $1,110 from
lobbying by Wilkinson's ad- Wilkinson's initiati
them.
China," he said.
ves in educahimself will have to do something
three donors.
ministration since last week
tion and other areas to make these
Our needs for education and other
Blandford said he wanted a head moves
areas are too great
count before today's House
But he said he does not think the
"The governor is going to have
Democratic caucus, at which a bill
to put his shoulder to the wheel
to increase and simplify the state General Fund can be balanced
income tax to raise $158 million a without Wilkinson's proposed The legislature will work with him
transfers of $35 million in each of In a joint effort. We cannot have
year was to be discussed
the next two years from the Road this thing of the governor going in
The bill's author, Rep Joe Fund
one direction and the legislature
Clarke. D-Danville, had described
Although he feels the chances of going in another."
his plan at a caucus last Thursday.
House Democrats were then given
time to ponder the bill.
Clarke, head of the Appropriaon large trucks and an increase in
tions and Revenue Committee,
the tax on diesel fuel
said Monday night that he didn't
Wilkinson. though, has said he
know the specific numbers in (('ont'd from page!)
wants the burden of any new tax to
Rapier's head count and, "I was
fall on the same people who paid
The Road Fund is losing money
just trying to make this an honest
the decal fee.
because of a court ruling that the
budget"
Activity in the chambers was
state's law requiring large trucks
very limited
Blandford said Rapier asked
to buy a decal was unconstituThe Senate did not consider any
about support for Clarke's bill and
tional The total amounts to about
legislat
ion and the House acted on
even a more modest move to simp- $60 million each year
only a few bills.
ly conform the state income tax to
Wilkinson has proposed replacPeople convicted of vehicular
the new federal tax code to raise
decal
the
ing
with
homici
severa
de would have their
l
about $90 million a year
irivers' licenses revoked for five
"The response is the same. measures, primarily a tax based
years instead of the current penalThere's not enough support for on the weight of a vehicle and the
distanc
ty
it
e
of six months under House Bill
travels
Kentuc
in
ky
even simple conformity" to the
The weight-distance tax, which
360, which passed 88-5 in the
federal code, Blandforil said
was in effect until 1986 in KenHouse.
Blandford said House
tucky,
is
widely
The House also passed HB600,
disliked
,
but
Democrats now probably will
representatives attending the
'which would expand the offense of
focus on new directions for the
meeting with Wilkinson said they
third-degree assault, a felony
budget.
had no real alternative to his plan.
punishable by up to five years in
House Democrats have gone on
jail, to include attacks with a
record as opposing certain ways
"The administration's plan is
Murray Fire Chief James Hornbuckle awards police officer
deadly weapon or dangerous inLyle Pridemore with a Certificate of Merit for his
Wilkinson plans to boost General the plan that's going to be con- strument
role in saving the Seven Seas restaurant from fire
on civilians. The offense
destruction on Feb. 23 at 9:45 p.m. Pridemore, a former
Fund revenue, such as transferr- sidered," said Speaker Pro Tern
member of the Murray Fire Department, was in the
now applied only to police officers.
vicinity of the restaurant when the alarm went out and ar.
ing money from the Road Fund
rived at the scene before fire department personnel.
Pete Worthington, D-Ewing
The vote was 92-2
He broke a window and entered the building to begin ex
and from the Department of Fish
tinguishing the fire with a portable extinguisher.
Rep. Clayton Little, D-Virgie,
The House also passed HB654,
and Wildlife.
previous training with the fire department. Damageifornbuckle attributed Pridemore's quick action to his
the chairman of the House
which
would centralize the assessfrom
the
restaur
ant
%RR
held to a minimum, the chief
added.
Wilkinson's budget also would Transportation Committee, may
ment of property taxes on boats,
suspend so-called "overmatch" propose higher registration fees 79-17.
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dIrlictor.
- A very limited amount of table
space is still available, he said.
For more table rental information
telephone (502)-753-9229 or 753-6505
,( evenings I.
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PERSPECTIVE
(Editor's Note: This is the last
In a series of three columns written about the Lady Racers.)

RESOLUTION
Resolution of the Kentucky's Sheriffs' Association endorsing the right
of the people of Kentucky to vote on the Succession Amendment.
Whereas, it is in the best interest of the people of the Commonwealth
of Kentucky that they be allowed to select their leaders in state government for more than one term in office.
And Whereas, the Kentucky Sheriffs' Association believes every office
holder from the Governor, Lt. Governor and all constitutional officers
should have the right to succeed themselves in office,
And Whereas, the Kentucky Sheriffs Association considers its
sheriffs to be doing a better job since their Succession Amendment passed for them and gave them a basic right to succeed themselves,
Now therefore, be it resolved that the kentucky Sheriffs' Association
goes on record as endorsing the Succession Amendment and let the people speak by vote, do hereby ask the people of Kentucky to support the
Succession Amendment this 24th day of February, 1988.
Sheriff Jerry "Peanuts" Gaines, Warren.Co.
President, Ky. Sheriffs' Association
and
Ray H. Stoess, Executive Director
Kentucky Sheriffs' Association

U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnelll

Alit
GaRAIWITI
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%mech. nd
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1
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published.
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and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general
Interest.
Letters must not he more than
1051 words. Longer letters cannot
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Lady Racer freshmen providing pkasant surprises

Sheriffs' Association
supports succession

RUKAL COMMUNES WILL GET HELP WITH
NEW ECONOMIC-DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL
As the ranking member of the Senate Subcommittee on Runt
Development and Rural Electrification, I am well aware of the serious challenges facing rural America in the wake of the devastating
farm crisis. To help our rural communities get back on their feet,
Mb 001111Mally working with local, state, and administration offidab ia ainalossitig programs to help rural communities through the
crestios of eew jobs.
Earlier this year, I contacted Secretary of Agriculture Richard
Lyng with a proposal to create a new rural development team in the
Rural Electrification Administration(REA). Under this novel plan,
a group of rural development experts would be available thr
rural electric and telephone cooperative systems to provide gu
and technical assistance to communities interested in stimulating
crestiosi in new and existing industries.
By using the resources of the Rural Electrification Administration, an organization with 58,000 full-time employees in 46 states,
this initiative would help communities build on their own strengths.
Our nation's rural electric and telephone cooperatives form a unique
network whicn is closely in tune to tbe sena of rural co
Specifically, my letter to Lyng Ondirselleaactly how
mesh the rural cooperatives to pros icie maximuel benefit Jo
enmities looking to expand or create stnall:buitiness incubators for
entrepreneurs, programs to assist existing industries to expand, and
water and waste system infrastructure-development projects. All this
can be done with a minimum commitment of resources from the
REA.
The cost of establishing this new unit could be accommodated
within current levels of REA expenses and salaries. During each of
the past five years, the REA has spent substantially less ($I.3 milli:le to $3.3 million) than the amounts appropriated for its salaries
and expense*. Looking at these figures there is no doubt that
the
babefits of establishing this program would far exceed its cost.
It
provklee an excellent, cost-effective way to leverage a very small
ailtasunt of federal dollars to build and expand the economic foundadaist of rural communities.
It le important to note that this proposal enjoys wide, bipartisan support. Over forty senators cosigned my letter to Secretary I.yng
and have promised to support this economic-development initiative.
Our rural communities represent the bedrock strength of America. Rural communities in Kentucky and throughout the nation are
beginning to bounce back after a wit/wring economic storm.
I remain committed to helping these distressed communities use every
resounx at our disposal to taing about increased economic prosperity. The REA has a proven record of successful service. I believe
this REA economic-development initiative would capitalize on this
record an. per',
Sitle a common sense, cost-effective approach to helpconalunities help themselves
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The four freshmen rounding out
Murray State Lady Racer coach
Bud Childers' squad this season
and playing key roles in the team's
1987-88 impressive record are
Michelle Wenning (No. 34,,
Tawnya Pierce No. 30), Cindy
Eddy ( No. 21) and Cindi Brazee
(No. 20i.
Bud calls Michelle, his 6'3"
freshman forward and center
from New Washington, Ind. "one
of the biggest surprises of my life
the way she kept improving every
game." Already a starter with the
Lady Racers, Michelle is the second leading scorer on the team.
Her high school coach, Melinda
Campbell had heard Bud had
come to Murray and was aware of
his rebuilding of the girls' program. She contacted him and told
him about Michelle and how she
was averaging 23 points and 12'rebounds a game.
"We worked on her from her
junior year in high school," he
smiles, "but it paid off. When we
signed her, she was 6-foot-1, now
she's 6-three."
An honor student, Michelle is
majoring in business administration. Her mother, grandmother
and an aunt, affectionately
nicknamed "The Golden Girls" by
Michell's teammates, come from
their Indiana homes for virtually
every one of the team's home
games.
This summer, Michelle will be
touring Australia for four weeks
with an Athletes in Action team in
recognition of her fine play during

IcipT-nhot

• • •

• Gra,rrott's,
Galley
By
M.C. G
her freshman year at Murray.
She is scheduled to report for a
week of practice with the team in
mid-July before going to Australia
for the last week of July and the
first three weeks of August.
That should hone her game
down real sharp before the Lady
Racers take to the floor in the late
fall for their 1988-89 season.
• • •
Tawnya is from Greencastle,
Ind. Bud first learned of her from
one of his former lady Racers,
Melody Ottinger.
Melody had worked with
Tawyna at the Cathy Rush All.
Star Camp at Notre Dame. Much
impressed with her play and
potential, she called Bud and
alerted him to her availability.
Heavily recruited by Purdue,
Western Illinois and the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga,
Tawnya's decision to come to
Murray was especially pleasing to
her parents. According to Bud, she
comes from a religious family.
"They felt comfortable with
Tawnya being ta Murray," the
coach said, adding that her
parents — generally accompanied
by Melissa Huffman's parents —
come to Murray in a motor home
regularly to see their daughters
play home games.

Cindy Eddy is the "cutup" on
the team. "She bubbles with personality and showmanship," Bud
says of the pretty 6-foot-1 forward
from LasoVegas, Nev.
Shirley Kelly, once a volunteer
assistant with the Lady Racers
and-now coaching out west, had
heard about Cindy and called Bud
to suggest that he try to recruit
her.
"At first, we didn't think we
could," he recalls, "Las Vegas being so rar away and all. Too, the
University of Las Vegas and all
the big California schools wire
after her."
"But she flew in for a look at us
and our campus. She liked what
she saw in our program, and here
she is — despite some reluctancy
on the part of her high school
coach to see her leave that part of
the country."
Cindy, Bud said, is considered
the fastest player on the team and
one of its highest jumpers,
although she has been hampered
much of the season by injuries and
only a few weeks ago underwent
knee surgery.
In her Las Vegas high school
Cindy averaged 21 points and nine
rebounds per game, she also was a
track and field standout, winning
the state's high jump championship in both Nevada and Idaho.
• • •
The last of Bud's freshmen is
Cindi Brazee, a 5'7" point guard
from Jackson, Tenn. She had plan.
ned to go to Memphis State, but
changed her mind at the last
minute and enrolled at a junior
college in her hometown.
Last June, her team came to

The day is not too far distant,
though, before the tournament will
be played on the Lady -Racers'
home floor, because Bud Childers
assures us it's just a matter of
time before his girls will win their
first conference championship.
He believes that. The girls
.believe it, and those who have
faithfully followed their play these
past couple years also believe it.
I have no doubt about it, either.
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By Michael D. Ward

Probation sentencing covers wide „range
An Indiana judge is making
news with what molly people consider his practical approach to
sentencing.
Instead of the usual fare of fine,
jail. or prison, he has been using
some alternate forms of
sentencing
For instance, in juvenile court
he probated some youngsters on
the condition that they make good
grades. When they failed to do
that, he sentenced them to retention center. Not long after that he
had before him a teacher who had
been convicted of selling stolen
books. Bingo — as a condition of
the teacher's probation, he is now
spending weekends at the jail
tutoring the errant students.
And on and on it goes with
creative and unusual type
sentences.
Such ingenuity on behalf of
judges is badly needed today,
especially with our overcrowding
problem in the jails and prisons.
Exactly what is the legal range
of punishments which can be imposed by a judge in Kentucky?
The sentences the judge can impose are rather limited. Of course,
each offense carries a different
authorized penalty all the way
from small fines for lower misdemeanors all the way up to life and
even death for major felonies.
Basically, the only authorized
sentences are fines and imprisonment. Where judges can use some
Innovation, however, is in the area
of probation. Here the courts have
fairly wide discretion as to conditions which can be imposed.
For instance, it is not unusual

In high school, Cindi was a major contributor to her team's 34-4
record in her senior year. They
lost by a single point in the
semifinals of the state championship tournament, losing to
Shelbyville, regarded last season
as the nation's No. 1 girls' team.
• • •
Thursday night rings down the
curtain on the Lady Racers'
1987-88 regular season play when
they go to Bo ling Green for a
non-conference iatchup with the
Lady Hilltoppers, who beat 'em
last year by 21 points, 82-61.
Then it will be tournament time,
and for the second time in a row,
Bud and his girls will be in the
field when they tip it off at Middle
Tennessee in Murfreesboro
because the Blue Raiders finished
atop the pack at the end of the
regular season.

Looking Back

.eisc
'FACK HOME AGAINA

Commonwealth Comment

Murray for a training camp and
Joe Holloway, her high school
coach, called her to Bud's attention, suggesting that he take a look
at her. He did, and offered her a
scholarship.
"Cindi is going to develop into a
fine player for us," he says,
"because she has all the necessary
skills."

for a young offender to be convicted of a felony and be probated.
One of the conditions of probation
may be to make full financial
restitution to the victim of the
crime. Or in some instances
courts have implemented their
own "scared straight" projects
which as a condition of probation
the young offender must make a
tour through a prison or jail in
order to appreciate the flavor of
life in confinement.; So basically, the type sentences
that are unique, and which the Indiana judge is practicing, are not
sentences at all but simply conditions of probation.
The next logical question is —
are there any limits on those
conditions?
The conditions must be
reasonable and not in violation of
either due process or other constitutional protections such as the
prohibition against cruel and
unusual punishment.
The Indiana judge skirted on
fairly tenuous grounds when he
made as a condition of probation a
person who had caused a damage
to a tree that he spend a night perched up in a tree outside the
judge's office. This not only is a little bit bizarre but could also move
into the area of uncommon cruel
and unusual punishment. All of
this could depend upon weather
conditions and other surrouding
circumstances.
There are many conditions
which can be legally imposed and
give judges a lot of room for
creativity.
Some of the standard conditions

O.

of probation are to refrain from
the consumption of alcohol, do not
violate the law in any manner, and
stay away from questionable
associates.
An evolving condition for felony
crimes in Kentucky is that of
home incarceration. That is the
judge probates the offender on the
condition that he remain at his
home for a period of six months or
less. If he violates the condition of
that probation, the offender goes
to prison. This is a good practical
way of helping to alleviate the expense and problem of imprisonment while at the same time keeping the offender off the streets.
With the prison and jail overpopulation problem, we can look
forward to more innovative and
alternate sentences by judges in
the future.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
The ecumenical spirit in religion
is not a new one. Consider these
words from the English Quaker
and founder of Pennsylvania,
William Penn (1644-1718):
The humble, meek, merciful.
just, pious and devout souls
everywhere are of one
religion, and when death has
taken off the mask, they will
know one another, through
the diverse liveries they wore
here make them strangers.

Ten years ago
Members of Murray Planning
Commission are pictured listening
to Murray City Planner Steve Zea
explain some maps related to a
12th Street rezoning proposal. The
rezoning hearing will beMarch 21.
Mrs. ClaudeThrooks Lawrence
of Kirksey died from injuries sustained in a two-vehicle collison on
U.S. Highway 70 near Stanton,
Term.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale Kelso,
Feb. 9.
Max Hurt will be speaker at
World Day of Prayer program by
Church Women United at First
Presbyterian Church on March 3.
Twenty years ago
Seaman Apprentice Ronald L.
Fox, USN,son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Warren Fox, has graduated from
nine weeks of Navy basic training
at Naval Training Center, Great
Lakes, Ill.
The Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club has been
visiting the city and county
schools in a project of testing the
hearing with an audiometer of the
students. Training sessions were
at the home of Lee Pinkston.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Orr, Feb.
19.
Darlene Ford presented a program on "Nature's Landscape" at
a meeting of Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi at Ellis
Center on Feb. 26.
Thirty years ago
- Fire damaged the home of
David Key at Crossland. Efforts of
Hazel Fire Department kept
damage from wiring to about 5400,
according to Cy Miller of the Fire
Department.
A feature story on "Skeets."
22-year-old dog owned by Mrs.
Alfred Ott, 101 North 16th St. Murray, is published.
Prof. Ted George spoke about
"The Changing World" at a luncheon meeting of Magazine Club
at Murray Woman's Club House,
Mrs. Jack Frost introduced the
speaker.
Mrs Pearl Phillips, Mrs
Mahlon Frizzell, Mrs. Claude
Miller and Mrs. Mary Allbritten
presented a program on "Doorposts and Gates" at a meeting of
WMS of Memorial baptist Church.
Forty years ago
Today is the last day a motbrist
can drive a car with a 1947 license
plate without being ticketed by the
law. Calloway County Court Clerk
Lester Nanny said buying is heavy
today at the clerk's office.
A kick-off banquet for 1948 Red
Cross Drive for Calloway County
will be tomorrow night at Murray
Woman's Club House. Dr. Ralph
H. Woods will be speaker.
An average of $28.44 per 100
pounds was reported for sale of
dark fired tobacco on Murray
Market, according to Cecil Thurmond, secretary of Tobacco Hoard
of Trade.
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Community events listed
Tuesday, March!
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
- --Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at South Side Manor Recreational
Center, located off Glendale Road.
A beginning guitar class will
meet at 6:30 p.m. and a contemporary electric guitar class at 7:30
p m. in cafeteria of Robertson
Elementary School. For information call 762-2716.
Recital by Dr. Bruce
Chamberlain and Kim
Chamberlain, piasts, Randall
Black, tenor, KL.otnack, soprano,
• nd Chari,e!,nead and Jane
nead, Frenl:n horns, will be at 8
p m. in 14'arrell Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University.
Murray State University
students and faculty volunteers
will call alumni between hours of 6
and 9 p.m. for third annual College
of Business and Public Affairs
Partners Fund Phonothon.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at club house.

.'/'"
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Tuesday, MArch 1
Southwest Calloway Elementary School will have its skating
party from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus
Skate of Murray.
-- -Wednesday, March 2
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Women will have an allday meeting and potluck luncheon
at church.
- -- Reservations for Ladies'
Seminar, Luncheon and Style
Show on Saturday at First Baptist
Church should be made by today
by calling 753-1854.
---Fats and Cholesterol Seminar
and Training School will be at 9:30
a.m. at Calloway Public Library.
This will be sponsored by County Extension Service and is open to
public.
Ladies' day bridge with Murrelle Walker as hostess is scheduled at 9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
---Story Hours will te at 10:30 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
---Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Dees Bank at Hazel from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Farley's Market at

Wednesday, Marchl am.: Fellowship supper and
Youth Handbells at 5:30 p.m.;
Prayer meeting, Youth
Fellowship and Children's Choirs
at 6:30-p.m.; Adult Choir at 7 - 45
p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs
and RAs at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
- -Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

Peter
Gott, M D

Children's book
discusses cancer

DEAR DR GOTT My child has leukemia Is there a book that will help
her to cope with her treatment'
DEAR READER Since your child
is obviously under the care of doctors
familiar with the treatment of leukemia, such hematologists will, I am
certain, be able to refer you to resources that would be suitable and
helpful However, you might look into
ordering "Learn About Leukemia," a
coloring book for children of elementary-school age and younger, it is
available from the Leukemia Society
- of America. 733 Third Ave.. New
York, NY 10017 There is no charge
DEAR DR. GOTT I have had varicose veins since age 37 My doctor is
reluctant to refer me to a surgeon for
vein stripping but is not specific about
the reason for his reluctance._ Is this
procedure dangerous' .
DEAR READER Any surgical procedure carries risks However. I do
not know why your doctor is reluctant
to refer you for a surgical opinion. In-

•

Thursday, March 3
Men's Basketball will be played
at 7 pm. at Elm Grove Baptist
Church
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Genesis Ringers at 5:45 p.m.,
Rainbow Ringers at 6:15 p.m., and
Chance! Choir Rehearsal at 7 p.m.
- --Events at First Baptist Church
((bard on page 10)

sat on an explanation. The slight risks
of venous stripping, such as infection
and scarring, may be outweighed by
the potential benefits. You also might
want to look into alternative treatments — for example, sclerosing (injection)or laser therapy Just because
you obtain a second - or even a third
- opinion doesn't mean that you are
obligated to a particular course of
treatment Additional opinions will
simply give you more information of
which to base your decision about
what to do.
To help you, I am sending you free a
copy of my Health Report, AN INFORMED APPROACH TO SURGERY Other readers who would like
a copy should send $1 and their name
and address to P.0 Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR GOTT I have had a paralyzed vocal cord for 20 years It
takes me a long time to get sentences
out and projecting my voice is very
tiring My husband is impatient and
can't take time to listen Would Teflon
treatment help'
DEAR READER The vocal cords
are two strong bands of tissue in the
larynx. There is a slit between the vocal cords, through which air passes If
the slit is narrow and the cords are
tightly contracted, the tissues vibrate
at a higher sound frequency than IS
the case when the opening is large and
the cords are relaxed
- The tightening and relaxation of
the vocal cords are controlled by muscles that are supplied by nerves

Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include mid-week Bible Study, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends.

-1 Executive Boulevard
nil Paducah, Kentucky
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443-8000

Toll Free 1-800-592-3481
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Wednesday, March 2
Crossland from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
---Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
-- Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
---Murray-Calloway Interagency
will meet at 11:30 a.m. at Golden
„corral.
---Health Services Career Day will
be from 1 to 4 p.m. in Curris
Center ballroom, Murray State
University. For information call
762-2906.
---C.S. Lowry Distinguished Lecture in the Humanities with Francisco Villagran Kramer of
Guatemala as speaker will be at
7:30 p.m: in Wrather West Kentucky Museum, Murray State
University. For information call
762-4415.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Burkeen, editor

THE JUDDS
FRIDAY -8 PM & 10 PM

T. GRAHAM BROWN
SATURDAY - 8 PM & 10 PM

Inquire About Big Country Weekend March 4-5

Call for information on weekend specials

Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Coyenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m.; Wesley luncheon at 11:30
a.m.; Youth Club and Finance
Committee at 5 p.m.; Administrative Board at 7:30 p.m.
---Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:45 p.m.; Prayer Moments at
5:05 p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30
p.m.; Bible Study at 6:30 p.m.:
Chancel Choir practice at 7:30
p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercixe Class at 10:45
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CHOIR WILL PERFORM - The 1 nkalau3g Moir of the Vahan'tenter, Madison.
Wis., will present a concert
on Saturday, March 5. at 1 p.m. at First (ltristian Church, Murray. The
unkalung is a primitive Thailand instrument made from hollowed bamboo in various lengths and diameters which
are attached to a teak wood
base and a handle used to vibrate the instrument percussively. A program of
songs ranging from show tunes
to religious hymns will be presented. Dr. Harley Sviiggum, author of the
Bethel Series and director of the
Valutra Center, was in Thailand on a Bethel series mission when he beard an I
nkalung group playing. In 1977,
recognising the close relationship between music and religion, Swiggurn
commissoned Betty Mansfield.
director of music at the Vahara Center, to travel to Thailand to purchase the
Instruments and to organise a
choir. Dr. Swiggiun will also be a special guest at the concert and a reception
to follow. The public I. invited to
attend, according to Dr. David Roos, pastor of First Christian Church.

Babies, dismissals released

A treaty signed by the United
States and Britain in 1846 agreed
on the boundary between Canada
and the U.S in the Pacific
Northwest.

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday. Feb

depend on us for

YALUE EQUALITY
Pond Fed

$339

Catfish Fillets

Lb

A heaping half pound of tangy cocktail sauce. warm roll
luscious shrimp, lightly breaded and butter, at a price to really
and fried to a golden perfection. cheer about!
Served with crispy French fries.
No one brings more to the
cole slaw.
table thanierrys!,,

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

South 12th Street, Murray
Offer good through 4/3/88 only at participating Jerry's Family Restaurants

ARGAJN SHOWS • ALL SEATS S2.5'
SAT SUN AFT
TUES. NIT(

Partin's

Country Sausage Lb

$

753-0881
CENTRAL
CENTER

29

By The Piece

Smoked Jowl

Lb

Sliced 89' lb

79°

MOONSTRUCK
OCR
9/9(01.A3 CA(I

PS

Small Meaty

Pork Ribs

L

$

69

Country Bacon

Ends & Pieces

Lb

Smoked

Save0.50 on a 21-piece gulf Shrimp Dinner

26, have been released as follows
Newborn admission
Berry baby girl. mother, Lea,
Rt 6, Box 53, Murray
Dismissals
Mrs Wilma T. Boyd, 1616 Valley
Wood, Paris, Tenn.: Mrs. Sheila
D Clayton and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Box 210, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs Darla J Compton and baby
boy, Rt. 2, Box 250, Dover, Tenn.:
Miss Randi L Hillman, Rt. 2,
Roaring Springs Rd ,Cadiz:
(Coat'd on page 51

Sausage

79°

FORD

753Lb

100% Pure Gwisnd Beef

Patties

Lb
14 Lb Box

$

,09
ON

-FRANTIC

4 1008 CHESTNUT

$2
69

1946

Gibson's Aged Country Hams

99 Lb (No Charge For Slicing)

14 to 20 Lbs $ I .

Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fr/,
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St
7 a.rn.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
'Only Federal Inspected Meat Market tn
Murray'

AORIN WILLIAMS in
GOOD MORNING
VIETNAM
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OVIES TO 60
Cheri Theatr Lobb
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By ILincy Apperson

Rainey
Day

Lynn Griffiths and many of the
other Girl Scout mamas are busy
getting ready for the yearly
delivery of Girl Scout Cookies.
Orders for the cookies will arrive
this week and delivery will continue through March 20.
Extra boxes of cookies have
been ordered which will be on sale
for any one interested in purchasing more this year. Lynn is core
director of the Murray Girl Scouts.
Girl Scouting is international
and the theme this year is "World
of Friendship." What could go
along with that theme more than
using the cookies for some international recipes.
Try these ideas with your
cookies:
Italian expresso dessert
14 cups Chocolate Chunk cookie
crumbs
cup melted butter
114 quarts coffee ice cream
1 (9 oz. jar hot fudge sauce
% cup cream, whipped
kg cup macadamia nuts
_ Mix Chocolate Chunk cookie
crumbs with melted butter. Press
into 9 inch pie pan. Bake at 375°
degrees for 8 minutes. Cool.
Freeze. Spread softened ice
cream in crust. Freeze for 30
minutes. Mound whipped cream
on pie. Sprinkle with Macadamia
nuts. Freeze for 3 hours. If coffee
Ice cream is unavailable use 14
quarts vanilla ice cream flavored
with l4 teaspoons instant coffee
Makes 10-12 servings.
- - -Aloha bananas
4 medium bananas
16 wooden ice cream sticks
2 tablespoons shortening
% cup semi-sweet chocolate
pieces
1 box of ground Tagalong
cookies'
Peel 4 medium bananas; cut
crosswise into 4 pieces Insert
wooden ice cream stick in each
piece, place on baking sheet.
Freeze until bananas are firm,
about 2 hours
In top of double boiler over boiling water. melt 2 tablespoons
shortening and % cup semi-sweet

Hospital...
((bard from page 4)
Miss Amanda K. Murphy, Shady
Oaks 39, Murray; Mrs. Iva L
Smith, Rt 3, Box 107, Murray,
Mrs. Sue M Thttle, 1006 South 16th
St.. Murray,
Jefferson R Watson, 1103
Poplar St., Murray, Mrs. Hazel P
Locke (expired Long Term Care
Unit, MCCH

chocolate pieces, stirring occasionally, Dip bananas into mixture, spreading over pieces; roll in
finely ground Tagalongs.
Place on waxed paper covered
baking sheet; freeze until firm.
When firm, wrap each in
aluminum foil; return to freezer.

Remove from freezer 15 minutes
before perving. Makes 16 Aloha
Banana.
- -- Continental orange velvet pie
1 (3 oz.) - package orange
gelatin;
% cup hot water
cup hot orange juice
2 cups whipped topping
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 Thin Mint 9 inch cookie crust
For crust - Crush one package
of Thin Mint cookies and line the
side and bottom of 9 inch pie pan
with crumbs. Chill.
Dissolve the gelatin and sugar in
the hot water and orange juice.

DATEBOOK
Library announces programs
Sandy Linn, program director for Calloway County Public Library,
said the theme for Story Hours this week is "A Pocketful of Seasons"
with a special focus on spring. "Town and Country" will be the theme
for March 8 and 9; "St. Patrick's Day" for March 15 and 16; "Let's
Clown Around" for March 22 and 23; and "Here Comes Peter Cottontail" for March 29 and 30. Mrs. Linn said "the library has openings in the
Wednesday afternoon Story Hours held at 3:30 p.m. Anyone wishing to
register a child for Story Hours may call the library, 753-2288.

Eating Group to meet Thursday

Chill until the consistency of
unbeaten egg white. Add lemon
juice to whipped topping and fold
into the chilled gelatin mixture.
Spoon into the crust and chill for
about 2 hours, or until firm. Garnish with orange wedges, if
desired.
• • •
Another note about Dr. Mike
Ridley and Malcolm Forbes.
Remember Dr. Ridley invited him
to Murray to see his antique
motorcycle. Malcolm Forbes
dropped him a personal note
recently and thanked him for his
kind and thoughtful invitation, but
he had to refuse because of his
"hectic schedule." Maybe another
time, Mr. Forbes.
• • •
Another note of interest Charlene Belcher was telling me
the good news about Jo (Mrs.
Deno) Curris. She passed the Iowa
bar exam, and is getting ready to
resume her law practice there.
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Buffet

Wednesday Night
5 til 8 p.m.

Ky. Country

Ham - Catfish Fingers
Country Style Vegetables
& Salads & Beverages

$3_95

Adults $2.50

12

And Under

ALL YOU CAN EAT 0

*R494.13

US 641 South

Visa - MasterCard - American Express

One newborn admission and
dismissals at - Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Feb.
28, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Stevenson baby girl, mother,
Michelle, Box 1031, Calvert City
Dismissals
Mrs. KAren L. Wheatley, Rt. 1,
Box 393, Cottage Grove, Tenn.;
Miss Ashley N. Kirks, Box 58B,
Hamlin;
Rex W. Jackson, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Patricia Ann Lane,' Rt, 1,
Farmington; Mrs. Ruby J. Dunn,
Rt. 2, Box 208, Murray;
Miss Lea J. Berry and baby girl.
Rt. 6, Box 53, Murray; Mrs. Cora
S. Jackson, Rt. 1, Box N, Puryear,
Tenn.

YVt:

BOCK BEER IS HERE!

Eating Disorders Group will meet Thursday, March 3, from to 3 to 4
p.m. in Testing and Counseling Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State
University. This group will meet each Thursday at this time until further notice. For information call 762-6851 and ask for Eileen or Connie.

Garden luncheon on Thurs(ly
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will have its benefit
luncheon and card party on Thursday, March 3, at 12 noon at the club
house. All tickets for the luncheon have been sold in advance. This is the
annual fund-raising event for the .department with funds to go for
agriculture scholarships.

Tournament tickets- on sale
Advanced tickets fer Fourth District High School Basketball Tournament at Marshall County High School are now on sale in the office at
Calloway County High School. Reserved chair seats are $4 and regular
admission is $3 adult, $2, student. These will be on sale until 11 a.m. Friday, March 4. Calloway girls will play Mayfield at 6:30 p.m. and
Calloway boys will play Murray at 8:15 p.m. on Friday. March 4. Thursday games will be Marshall and Murray girls at 6:30 p.m. and Marshall
and Mayfield boys at 8:15 p.m. The finals will be on Saturday night.

Childbirth class scheduled •
Prepared Childbirth Class will begin Thursday, March 3, at 7 p.m. in
third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This class is
to prepare expecti..
- parents for labor and delivery and will meet from 7
to 9:30 p m. on March 3. 10, 17 and 24. Nancy Orr R.N. teaches the class
and asks that each one bring pillows the first night of the class. To
register call 753-5131, ext. 144, or 753-6821.

Recital tonight is postponed
The recital by three members of Murray State University music faculty and their wives, scheduled for tonight (Tuesday) At 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU, has been postponed until a
later date. Participants were to be Dr. Bruce Chamberlain and Kim
Chamberlain. pianists; Randall Black, tenor, and Kim Black, soprano;
and Charles Snead and Jane Snead, French horns. The new date for the
recital will be announced later.

BOCK BEER IS A
SPECIAL BREW OF
HEAVY BEER,
USUALLY
SOMEWHAT DARKER
AND SWEETER THAN
REGULAR BEER,
WHICH IS PREPARED
IN THE WINTER FOR
USE IN THE SPRING.
BOCK BEER IS
SUPPPOSED TO
HERALD THE ARRIVAL
OF SPRING.

Crilirti ME
BOCK BEER

P tin( tIIs WO / /N I

Ihe Party Mart
509 Lone Oak Rd Hannan Plaza
Opcn 8 A M to 10 P M - Fri and Sat. tel 11 P.M

Allison Photography

McCuiston shower on Saturday
A shower for Danny and Carolyn McCuiston and their son, Darren,
whose home and contents were destroyed by fire, will be Saturday,.
March 5, at 6 p.m. at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church, Highway 121
South of New Concord. For information call 436-2117 or 436-5443.

My Friends Were Amazed
When I Lost 46 Lbs.
In Only 6 Weeks!"
LAS VEGAS,NV - Elizabeth Jordan was a "fad diet iunky." She had
tried everything - the diets, the clinics, the drugstore drugs Some of
them even seemed to work - but
never for long.
"Oh sure, I lost a few pounds
here and there, but I always gained
them right back. Some days I felt like
an oversized grapefruit."
Then Elizabeth made a discovery
that was to change her We and
appliance forever "I saw an article
in my newspaper about a miracle new
diet product called FIBRAGEN. I
thought, "Well, it probably won't
work, but the manufacturer was
willing to send it C.0 D. and offered
a money-back guarantee so I figured
why not give it one last try To my
amazement and delight the pounds
began to drop away from the very
first day. Since I had been overweight for 10 years my fnends could
hardly believe thew eyes when they
saw me lose 46 pounds in only 6
weeks!"
What is this incredible program
that worked so astonishingly well for
Elizabeth when everything else had
failed? The Fibragen program was
developed from the latest nutritional
and dietary research featuring all natural FIBRAGEN tablets. First
among F1BRAGEN's combination
of ingredients is an oriental root
extract that has been awarded a patent for weight loss by the U.S. Patent
Office. In the Patent Study, while
eating their normal diet, the average weight lossfor women over a
fifteen week period was 17.5 lbs.
and for men 42.5 lbs. The least
amount of weight loss for
anyone tested was.33 lbs. Second,
FlEIRAGEN is made with natural
extract of Papaya, recognized as a valuable aid in the proper digestion of
protein and starches. Third, FIBRAGEN contains a specially developed blend of rare dietary fiber
which was found to be "remarkable" in producing weight loss in a
"double blind" European study.

And, finally, FIBRAGEN provides 100% of the daily vitamins
recommended by the U.S.
Government, so important for
good health during rapid weight
loss. (The vitamins in this product
alone are worth the purchase price.)
Upon review of the FIBRAGEN formula, Dr J.B. Donus,
noted Public Health physician, commented,"FIBRAGEN contains the
finest combination of fibers I have
encountered in any weight loss product It is particularly beneficial for
promoting. a natural feeling of
fullness, preventing overeating and
allowing the digestive tract to absorb
only those nutrients actually needed
by the body - a healthy and sure way
to lose weight."
Elizabeth has achieved nothing
less than a new life. Not only does she
look good, but she feels great.
Because weight loss with F1BRAGEN is guaranteed, the manufacJ
turers make this remarkabk offer one they wouldn't dare make if there
were a single doubt. Place your order
now and try FIBRAGEN as
directed. If you are not entirely sansfled simply return the empty container within 45 days for a prompt
refund of your purchase price - no
questions asked. You can order the
program and a 30-day supply of these
amazing pills for s19.95 or a 60-day
supply for S34.95 (plus S3.00 shipping and handling).
To order simply call FIBRAGEN,24 hours a day 7 days a week TOLL FREE 1-800-453-2100 and
use your VISA, MasterCard Or
American Express. FIBRAGEN
will also accept your C.O.D. order
right over the phone. But please
don't wait. Order today. You won't
risk a thing. If you don't lose those
unwanted pounds you'll get a full
refund of your purchase price. One
warning though, after trying FIBRAGEN you may need a seamstress
to take in your clothes or better yet
make you a whole new wardrobe!
1988
1-800-453-2100
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"I was overweight for yeass, so
One newborn admission and
dismisgils at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
Feb. 2'7, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Sneed baby boy, parents,
Melissa and Tim, 1212 College
Courts, Murray
Dismissals
Miss Dawn M Cantrell, Rt. 5,
Box 605, Murray, Mrs Kathy A
Cathey, Rt. 1, Box 185A, Murray,
Elbert Charles Jr., Rt 1, Box 252,
Mayfield:
Kenny M. Davidson, 848 South
Second St., Mayfield; Mrs. Van
Alice Fitts, 901 Fairlane, Murray,
Mrs. Lois F. Garrett, 1305
Overbey, Murray;
William H. Halford, 808 South
17th St.. Murray; Mrs. Reva J
Jackson, Box 95, Sedalia; Mrs.
Norma M Karnes, Rt. 1, Box 243,
Kirksey,
David L Mathis, E-4 Coach
Estates, Murray; J. David
Norsworthy, Rt. 1, Box 42, Murray, William L. Pinkston, 1611
Magnolia Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Freida S Roberts, Rt. 3,
Box 103, Murray; Larry D.
Shelton, Rt. 2, Box 132, Hickory;
Joseph A. Swift, 503 Meadow
Lane, Murray;
William Earl Parker (expired)
Long Term Care Unit, MCCH.
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Easter Special
-8x1()
-5x7
8 - Wallets

$

9
95

Choice of Proofs - Ilicludes Sitting ‘Fec
Harry Allison
Cindy ChrismanNeach
-53-8809

On- s 4th St
Murray, Ky.
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Calloway Middle students Tracy: Lamb and Ronnie Sharpe in Mrs.
Jackie Abbott's class are performing extended study skills on the
classroom computer.

•2111111
Jason Neale, a sixth grader at Calloway County Middle School, has been
named student of the week. The son of W.E. and Rachael Neale of Route
1, Murray, Neale is a member of the science club and is on the honor
roll. His favorite subject is science.

Jamie Washer, representing Woodmen of the World Insurance, recently
presented an American flag to Jerry Ainley, principal of Calloway Coun
ty High School. The flag, along with the Kentucky state colors, is raised
and lowered daily by Junior ROTC cadets at the school. Representing
the Laker JRATC Battalion are its commander, C LTC Eddie Lo ins
and C/CPT James Dowdy, conunander of the color guard.

Read the want
ads daily

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of
the Murray Independent School
District and the Calloway County
School District and edited by the
staff of the Ledger tt Times.
Please direct your questions and
comments about area public
schools to the Murray City Schools
(753-4363) or the Calloway County
Public Schools (753-2S93).

Give Your IRA
a check-up.
Find out if its working
as hard as it can to
provide for your
retirement. •

•

Mrs. Price's third-grade has been studying patriotism this
month. For a
recent art activity, vest of red, white and blue were
constructed and
worn for a "l'ipes Stripes" Day.

Local artist.('athy Robinson, was a guest at North Elementary on Feb.
23. She set up an open studio for students in grades 2-5 to v les her at
work. Students in Mrs. Gallow ay 's fifth-grade watch as Robinson
demonstrates the fundamentals of carving.

Alba
Calloway County High School senior Lori Lee Jones has been named Student of the Week. The daughter of Lori Lee Jones of .Almo, Lori competes in speech team activities of oratory and storytelling and is coproducer of Sinless Watch, Murray 's only entertainment show on
west:I-Tv 28. Lori is shown with a representative of Century' 21, cosponsor of the student program with WSJP.

Find out how "healthy'. your
present IRA program is.
Or. how to transfiyour IRA
to a higher yielding,
professionally-managed pro- •
gram Just stop by my office
for a free. no-obligation IRA
Check-Up.

David Lane
520 Main St.
(Non National Hotel

753-7401

rpm Edward D
mdiAl Jones& Co.'"-Member New York Stock Exchange. Inc
Member Securities Investor Protection
Corporation

Willis Edward Chesney, ROO of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Chesney of 105
Spruce St., has been named Student of the Month through a program
sponsored by WSJP and Loretta Jobs Century 21. A freshman at Murray
High School, Cbeaney is an honor student in the pre-college curriculum
and plays basketball. Pictured from left to right are Diane Boyd, Century 21;(ibeaney and assistant principal Mark Brady.

Briggs L Stratton recently donated tO small engines to the Calloway County School S,)stem. The industrial
education department at the middle school is using them as a part of the power and energy curriculum.
Students learn the theory of the four stroke engines and identify the major parts. They also experience hands
on activities by using the tools and processer in the disassembly and reassembly of the engines. Pictured
above (left to right) Seth Arant, Mr. Steve Welter. Eddie Sheridan, Krystal Eole and Erika 14eber.
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Family Chiropractic Center
Dr. R.L. Wuest, D.C.

RE

1)r. T.J. Smith, D.C.
. (Associate Doctor)

to

to

Serving Those Famous Fish Dinners
HWY 68 & 80 At Aurora
Will be open 7 days a week

Hours: Monday-Friday
H:30 a.m.- 1 2:00. 200-6.00 p.m.
Saturda‘ 14:30 a.m.-I2:00

The Village
Highway 641 North

(Next to Cmin s AMC Jeep)

THURSDAY, MARCH 3rd
Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant

111 il)nt• 7:
19 I ')

to
to
00
%A.
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Monday-Saturday 4 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. - 11:30 -8:30 p.m.
t
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AROUND THE HOUSE
HOMES FOR AMERICANS

•
toole.NC.
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Garbage crisis costing homeowners money in taxes
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
The home is a refuge, but it is
also a place from which an almost
unbelievable amount of garbage
issues forth.
Americans generate more than
twice as much waste per person as
residents of some other countries
such as Japan and West Germany.
We throw away a ton of garbage a
year per person, according to Gordon Boyd, former executive director of New York State's
Legislative Commission on Solid
Waste Management and a consultant on waste management, headquartered in Albany, N.Y.
Boyd said more than 3,500 landfills had been closed since 1979,
and many of the remaining 16,400
would soon be facing shutdown.
Nearly a quarter of the nation's
major cities will run out of room
for their garbage within five
years.

11•111.4 I
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The crisis is cos- ting
homeowners money in the form of
increased taxes or higher rates for
THIS CONTEMPORARY RANCH has a picket fence,
narrow wood private garbage removal. But
siding. wide trim around the,windows and a roof pitch
which give it a there are things consumers can do
touch of Colonial styling. The entrance foyer has a skydom
e which
the interior with net urallight. Plan A14561-I -hes 1.308 square floods at home to minimize the amount of
feet. For-- garbage they discard, which
more information write enclosing a stamped. self-ad
dressed envelope should slow down the rapidity with
-- to Homes for Living, 107-40 Queens Blvd.. Forest Hills. NY
11375.-'which landfills are full and allow
time to put other waste management solutions into effect.
"In policy terms, the goals are
to reduce the amount of garbage
generated, to recycle more of it, to
recover in the form of usable
energy what is discarded and to
landfill whatever is left," he said.
By ANDI LANG
the brown-cast cinnabar reds
One change consumers can
AP Newsfeatures
Peach shades are in demand.
make is to purchase items in conDid you know that homeowners
Most recently emerging from this
change their preferences for colfamily are coral and shrimp,
ors inside their houses about every
which are striking accent colors.
five years' Or that, until fairly
Complimenting these are fresh,
recently, the length of the color cyBy ANDY LANG
true greens, ranging from deep
cle was every 10 years'
AP
Newsfeatures
hunterireens to elegant mid-tone
This information may not be
Q. — My husband had a triple
English greens
world-shaking, but it is vital to
Belcher sees the hot combina- bypass. in 1986. He resumed playpaint manufacturers, who must
tions ahead as black and white; ing golf in 1987 and now wants to
stay with or ahead of the trend to
black, white and red; yellow and tackle the job of refinishing our
sell paint That's their way of stayperiwinkle; yellow, white and living room floor. He says he feels
ing in business
periwinkle; peach and turquoise; perfectly capable of handling a
A new color trend became apgreen and coral, gray; violet and rented sanding machine, but I do
parent a few years ago when, with
khaki. a big neutral color; and a not want him to undertake the
the advent of the so-called hi-tech
black and red combination She task. Can you give him some adlook, the harvest-gold, avocado. also
believes -that homeowners vice that will keep him from doing
colored dishwashers and the
will be using more color on their this kind of work?
almond•toned appliances of the 70s
— The only person who can
walls as these colors and combinabegan to give way to black gloss
give him advice about this is his
tions make their way into their
and deep, dark gray tones As the
doctor and, even then, the doctor
daily lives
new color patterns were greatly
Consumers are looking for more must understand that resanding
advertised and promoted,
and refinishing a floor is no easy
brighter, truer colors than ever.
reaching more and more people
But nobody can be sure what the chore. The drum sander your husand larger and larger audiences.
situation will be five years from band will have to handle is a lot
tougher than swinging a golf club.
homeowners started to seek the
now Don't go away
new colors Then, as the new col.
There is no standard rule about
All aspects of painting a house
ors caught on. they trickled down
are detailed in Andy Lang's the physical capabilities of a perto other home-related industries
son who has had a bypass. Each
booklet, "Paint Your House Inside
Paint — as the backdrop for all
case is individual. Your husband's
and Out,- which can be obtained
contents of the home — was soon
by sending 75 cents and a long, doctor will have to counsel him.
impacted by tne color changes
Q — We bought an unfinished
stamped, self-addressed envelope
Debra Belcher. color consultant
to Know-How, P 0 Box 477, Hutn- bedroom bureau. The store that
sold it to us said it was birch, but a
and planner at Benjamin Moore &
ington, NY 11743
Co . says her firm decided to make
friend who has worked with a lot of
large-scale revisions in custom
paint colons- not only because of
consumer preferences, but
because of technical advances.
These advances meant that fewer
tinting bases were required to
make exclusive colors The new
bases also were able to provide
better coverage In addition,
ONLY
stronger and improved colorants
With Carla dread
Salad 59 Intro
allowed for greater depth and
Inside Dining Only
clarity of color
Free Refills On Drinks
"New technology meant that we
99 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
could make deeper charcoal
grays, dark green and rich navy
Wednesday 11 ANI-10 PM
blues, colors that are important
You con r not this well a• homer for this
price.
accents today We could also offer
lighter off-whites, which now are
in more demand Our off-whites,
green-cast off-whites, peach offwhites and creamy off-whites
could also be included in their color families," explains Belcher.
on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH
As the new colors came in, the
mauves and violets were out
Beautiful new all-suite resort 1 or 2 bed
What's ahead" Gray is expected to
room suites have fully equipped kitchens,
bet)* big "natural" color for the
living/dining area, private balcony, Cable
next 10 years. Yellows have
TV and HBO; Swimming pools, sun
returned. Periwinkle blues and the ..
decks, wide expanse of beach Enjoy
blue-violet shades are important.
-4:sightseeing, golf, tennis, water sports.
Cleaner, bright reds are replacing
fishing. Near 1-4 and 1-95 . . just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Flor[FA
ida attractions.
04 •

Homeowners change color
preference every five years

tainers made of recycled
materials or amenable to
recycling.
Another idea is to switch from
disposables to reusables, for example, rechargeable batteries and
diaper service. He claimed diaper
service is cheaper and better for
the environment since "the kind of
waste diapers collect should be
treated at sewage treatment
plants, not the landfill."
At the supermarket,' at least 150
products including pastas, rice,
soup mixes and pet foods and most
brand-name breakfast cereals are
packaged in recycled paper
boxes."
Although a plastics industry
spokesman disputed his advice,
Boyd advocated avoiding where
possible products packaged in
plastic: for example, choosing
aluminum containers or glass bottles for soda.
Boyd suggested avoiding combination packages which combine
more than one material. Recycling them is not feasible because of
the difficulty in separating them.
He added that it would be
unrealistic to expect or ask consumers to eliminate plaStit,.
packaging entirely. Plastic bottles
of Shampoo and housenold
chemicals are safer and more convenient than glass, for example.
But where cleaners (such as
cleanser) are packaged in both
plastic and paper, he suggested
choosing the paper.
"You can also request paper
bags instead of plastic sacks," he
said. "Paper bags biodegrade in
weeks and have lots of uses in the
home

Roger Bernstein, director of
state government affairs for the
Society-of the Plastics Industry in
Washington, D.C., said plastic bottles could be recycled into other
items such as fiber fill in sleeping
bags, paintbrush bristles, car
distributor caps and carpet
backing.
Though the industry opposes
state laws requiring the return of
soda bottles, it is in favor of curbside collection of plastic milk and
water jugs which could then be
recycled into products such as
plastic flower pots, boat docking
and piers.
A promising research development is reprocessing mixed
plastics which could be extruded
into products such as fencing and
markers in parking lots.
•
Recently a new plastics
manufacturnr trade association
has formed twith plans to provide
funds, equipment and technical
expertise fOr municipalities attempting to solve waste management probletris. A plan to identify
the type of plastic used on the container itself Would aid those who
do separate plastics for recycling.
One new product is a plastic garbage bag made of photo
degradable plastic \that breaks
down in less than two years when
exposed to light. .
According to Bernstein,

I
•
4r.
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however, incineration is the
method of choice to deal with
plastic wastes that cannot be easily recycled. Energy recovery
achieved through burning could
produce usable and saleable
energy, he said, adding that 5 to 10
percent of garbage is burned and
projections are that waste incineration and recovery of energy
"will grow rapidly over the next
decade or two."
Americans can learn from solutions put into practice in other
countries.
"I visited Sweden last fall where
they have a voluntary battery
return program and achieved major environmental improvements
in lowered levels of mercury and
cadmium contamination because
they are not burning batteries in
the trash," Boyd said.
He added that proposed legislation in New York State and
elsewhere would require returnable batteries by putting deposits
on them.
The biggest roadblock to recycling is lack of information, said
Boyd. The idea that separating
refuse is hard work is habit, not
fact.
"I don't put my beer bottles in
my dirty laundry bin. It's really
just as easy to separate paper,
metal and plastics once you get used to the idea."
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Lang answers home improvement questions
wood says it is not birch, although
he isn't sure what it is. Will the
kind of wood it is affect the way in
which we finish it or should we just
go ahead and put on a couple of
coats of varnish?
A. — The simplest way to
refinish it is to decide on the type
of finish and then do a part of the
underside of the cabinet. If it
comes out all right, go ahead with
the visible portion of the furniture.
How much care you take in the
refinishing will determine the
result. Doing a test on part of the
cabinet is the best way to handle
it.

Lrdware

Anniversary Sale
Still in Progress
• WNW
c P•010•0
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Now only
We Service What We Sel

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Next to Cain's

WITH
6 FOOT
CORD
• 8' 2'. Aluminum
Reflector
• Six Foot Cord
• Double Swivel
Clomps with
Vinyl Grips
• U.L. Listed
• Ideal for Painting

•••••••••MTI.
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For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach
Special Rates:
$35.00 ONE BEDROOM SUITE
$42.50* TWO BEDROOM SUITE
• Per person, per night. double occupan
cy

Oceania Suite Hotel

Based on availability from
Apr. 16 to May 25, 1988

421 S. Atlantic Ave , New Smryna Beach,rL 32069
(904)-423-8400
TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

759-1505

AS ADVERTISED ON NATIONAL TV

ACE

"enlarger*

A. • Vinyl GI*,
• Drop-forged,
Chrome Alloy
Steel
• Precision Jaws

10" PLIER
B.• Groove-Joint Flier
• Non-Slip Tongue
• Vinyl Grips
• Fully Polished

YOUR CHOICE

33Ea
•Ww.L
SUPPt
LAiT

AS ADVERTISED ON NATIONAL TV

• Never Needs
Batteries'
• Large liquid
crystal display
- •3-key' roemory
• Large ;$1us" key

Laaalia.Q.N.11:1ESIC,EALI

ft
II Marjorie and II
II Bill Major II
II 753-0880 N
representing
llhi
American and 11
Internatio
nal
Traveltime

AMC Jeep)

641 N.

8"WRENCH

s1 49

For all your
I Travel Reservations
Call

Hwy

BESTBUYSC03IFITII8MONTH

Italian
ningl Spaghetti Special

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION

30- SELF-CLEANING
ELECTRIC RANGE

• One Coot Coverage
• For Interior Walls
and Ceilings
• Washable

45 ADVERTISED ON NATIONAL TV

SHARP

AS ADVERTISED ON NATIONAL T V

erving You Since 7955

Murray Supply Company
208 E. Main

753-3361
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OVC tourney tickets
go on sale on Friday
Murray State Athletic Director
Michael D. Strickland :has announced the ticketing po cies for
the upcoming Ohio V ey Conference Tournarnettt 0 be held at
Racer Arena.
'inning the conWith MS
ferens.e---tftle Monday night, ;the
• Fta-Cers will receive a first-round
bye. Sets will go on sale at 9 a.m.,
March 4. Tounignent semi-final
and championship game tickets
will be sold in sets, which include
tickets for the semi-final games
which begin at 7 p.m., March 11
and for the championship game on
March 12, which tips off at 8:15
p.m.
Courtside sets will be sold for
$20, while end-zone sets are $16.
The only exceptions are for MSU
students and senior citizens, who

Short-term
gameplan

may purchase single-session endzone seats for $8. All seats for the
semi-finals and championship will
be reserved.

Newton's 3-year
goal of OVC title
becomes reality
right on schedule

MSU season ticket holders will
have the opportunity to purchase
their regular-season seats until
noon. March 7. Parking for the
tournament semi-finals and championship will be on a first-come,
first-serve

"

Regional hoops

Cards' Abram ignores odds,
nips Memphis State at buzzer

College basketball
Bradley coach's confidence backed
by Hawkins in 113-102 win over SIU
CARBONDALE. Ill. 1AP —
a good game," Albeck said of
Bradley Coach Stan Albeck looked
Hawkins. "We knew he was going
out at the court. saw Hersey
to have a good night. and tonight
Hawkins warming up early and
there was no wayV -Was going to
figured there was "no way" the
let us lose this game."
14th-ranked Braves would fail to
But it wasn't easy. Hawkins, the
win the Missouri Valley Connation's leading collegiate scorer,
ference crown.
was forced to outduel SIU's Steve
And they didn't. tha'nks to
Middleton. who scored 42 points in
Hawkins, who scored 49 points as
his final game at Carbondale.
Bradley beat Southern Illinois
"Middleton is a tremendous
113-102 Monday night to clinch the
basketball player," Albeck said.
title.
"If it wasn't for Hawkins, he
"Whenever he comes early and
would probably be the player of
shoots, we know he's going to have (Cont'd on page 9)

W AlJtER

Sports Editor

The MSC Athletic Ticket Office
will extend its hours to better
serve fans who wish to purchase
tickets. The extended office hours
will be: March 4, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.:
March 5, 9 4.m.-4 p.m.: March 6,
1-5 p.m.: March 7, 9 am.-noon.
After noon on March 7, all remaining chairback seats will available
t0 the public.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. i API — The odds wire not in Louisville swingman
Mike Abram's favorlKhen he went up for the game-winning shot against
Memphis State.
"I'd probably make it four out of 10 times." Abram said after his
twisting, angled 16-foot jump shot from the left baseline with 10 seconds
left gave the Cardinals a 71-69 victory over the Tigers in a Metro Conference game Monday night.
When the ball left Abram's hands. there were only two seconds remaining on the shot clock.
•
"Kenny (Payne I really had an open shot, but I was yelling for the
ball," Abram said. "I wanted it. Someone had to take it. The last thing
we said in the huddle was, 'Let's not let the shot clock run out without
getting a shot.'
•
"I had a feeling it was going to go in, but you never know It felt great
going in."
Louisville had called timeout with 48 seconds left in the game to set up
a final shot, but the ball was supposed to go inside to Pervis Ellison or
Herbert Crook. When that didn't work, it was up to Abram and he came
through.
"Mike hit the big shot when we had to have it, said Louisville Coach
Denny Crum.
Memphis State Coach Larry Finch said his team played great defepton Abram.
"It was a heckuva shot. He made the basket and that was the key factor in the game. I don't mind getting beat on a'shot like that." Finch said.
Still, Finch was not pleased that his team lost. "I'm never satisfied
after a loss."
The victory was Louisville's ninth in its last 10 games and improved
the Cardinals' record to 19-9 overall and 9-3 in the Metro, assuring them
their ninth Conference championship,
Crum said that's not bad considering Louisville opened conference
play with a 1-3 mark.
"Everybody counted us out, but I said at the time anything could happen," he said. "We've come down and won eight straight league games,
including two road victories."
Memphis State, 16-10 and 5-6, hit six straight free throws to take a 69-65
lead with 2:13 left in the game before Louisville began its comeback.
Herbert Crook hit a jumper and two free throws to tie the game at 69
with 1:15 remaining before Abram hit the game winner.
Memphis.Slates Elliot Perry missed a 3-point stfot at the buzzer.
"That wasn't a bad shot by EP." Finch said. "Not many people would
want to take it. We wouldn't have been in the game if it hadn't been for
him.
Crook and Ellison led the Cardinals with 16 points each. Abram added
13 and reserve Felton Spencer had a season-high 12.
Dewayne Bailey led Memphis State with 17 points. Dwight Boyd added
16 and Perry finished with 14. The Tigers were hurt by poor shooting in
the second half as they made just nine of 25 field goals for 36 percent.
Louisville, which trailed 39-34 at halftime, got back in the game by
outscoring Memphis State 9-3 in the first three minutes of the second half
to take a 43-42 lead
The game was nip-an -tuck after that, with neither team leading by
more than four pointsflown the stretch.

By CLA

Murray State guard Don Mann is carried around Racer Arena after scoring 23 points
to Lead MSt.' to an
82-66 win over Middle Tennessee and the Ohio % alle:$ Conference championship
Monday night.
tatt Ada by David Taal

Mann's 3-pointer lifts Racers
to eighth OVC championship
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
MURRAY ST.82
Murray State's Don Mann was in the right
place at the right time and Racer coach Steve
MIDDLE TENN.
Newton has never been more fond of his point
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Marta 7 17 5.11 2n oga•t, 34 32 12 Sias 370 I Kt
guard after Mann led MR;to an 82-66 win over
Mann 413 10-15 23
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ference championship Monday night
Totals 2'7 50 2835 12.
"He always seems to do whatever,it takes to
t
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get the job done," Newton said. "Although his
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,
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numbers might not indicate one of his superlative
Mame) 1 3 3 4 5
.
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performances, I think overall it might have been
HAMM.- Murray St 10 111441. Tenn M •Mtaant goals -141041.
his best game."
Tenn 2 II tlaynnam 0.4.1• Ramey I 4 Harris I a Snell 04 Murray St
344 Martin 03 Mann 25 Wing i 2 Broca. 03t fr...upd
Mann's numbers were tainted by 4-of-12
-34141:7
HARM Star Ptebounds - MrItn. 'rpm 42 ,tliararr
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shooting from the floor, but a pair of 3-pointers
Marta, 11
Aastela - Middle Tenn 10 ,( katn4c4
Murray 33 13
Mann 4 Total Souls -34 tOdle Tenn 23 Murray
and a 13-01-15 showing from the free throw line
1'ac0vnicala41. Tenn ranch
helped the 5-foot-8 point guard to 23 points and
Altendanre - S 1110
earned him a ride around the arena floor on
jubilant fans' shoulders.
"I was going to drive to the hoop. bUt they
The 3-pointers, especially the second, were the
weren't respecting my jump shot." -biggest factors in the win, according to Mann and
Mann dribbled a few moments abovkfive feet
his coach.
beyond the bonus stripe, backed up a'er tep and
The first bomb came at the 10:56 mark of the
drilled a 3-pointer from 25 feet out as time
first hall Middle had run down Murray's sixexpired.
point advantage, trimming the lead tb16-14 on a
"It was a big one." Newton said. "Mery
Dwayne Rainey layup. Mann then uncorked a
momentum.changer you can get has to be a plus
26-footer from the right side that awakened MSU
for you. I don't know how far out he was, but it
as the teams battled evenly for most of the first
was a nice shot."
20 minutes.
"The momentum carried over from the shot I
Middle went to work on the boards and on the
hit at the end of the first half," Mann said
Racers. however, taking the lead at 28-26 when
"Rather than being down by two, we went up by
Tyrus Baynham went in for a slam dunk.
one. I think that got the crowd into it and got
Baynham was fouled by MSU back-up center
everybody fired up."
Robert McClatchey. but missed the free throw.
MSU picked up where Mann had left off in the
The Blue Raiders still kept posession when Randy
second'har:buittling an '11-point margin at 53-42
Henry jerked down the rebound and drew a foul
inside of five minutes as two Jeff Martin tree
from Linzie Foster. Henry was perfect on his free
throws capped a 14-4 run in which the 64 -6 forthrows and MTSU led by four.
ward scored five of his 20 points. '
Middle was carrying that same four-point lead
"The whole season came down to one-game,"
when freshman Paul King stuck back a miss to
said Martin, who had set a new MSU
cut the lead to 34-32. MSU forward Chris Ogden
season scoring record just two days Hiller. "I
knocked down a layup and the Racers followed a
really think that we wanted it a little more than
Chris Rainey 3-pointer with a McClatchey layup
Middle."
to trim the MTSU advantage to 37-36.
"We weren't screening and passing tojzet The
-Dwayne Rainey hit one of two free throws with
shots we wanted in the first half.'• NerGton said.
32 seconds left and MSU played for the last shot.
"We wanted to get a cushion where we could go
The ball went into Mann's hands just beyond the
to our zone and keep them on the perimeter."
3-point stripe with a little more than 10 seconds
Murray State finished Middle off by nailing 20
left as Chris Rainey attempted to defend
of 26 second-half free throws as the OVC's highest
"When time's running out like that, the referte
ranked defensive team defeated the conference's
isn't going to call a foul that far out," Mann said
((Wird on page 9)

101'hree years.
'A l'hort time to build a con.
ference championship team in the
Competitive field of major college
basketball. But Murray State head
coach Steve Newton established a
three-year plan to make the
Racers the top guns of the Ohio
Valley Conference and he did just
that with an 82-66 win over Middle
Tennessee Monday night.
Newton took over the program
three years ago, stepping up from
an associate coach position after
his close friend Ron Greene
departed for Indiana State.
Newton struggled through a 17-12
season in his first year, a year that
saw the Racers lose hope of an
OVC title down the stretch, dropping four of their final five conference games. Including an 85-81
setback to the Blue Raiders in the
first round of the OVC
Tournament
Newton's squad was never in the
race last year, going 13-15 and
opening with a 64-57 loss to MTSU
In Racer Arena
But Murray put Jeff Martin on
the All-OVC team and Don Mann
on the second squad. It also gave
then-freshman forward Chris
Ogden a chance to grow up and in.
to MSt"s system
Then Newton and his staff
brought in senior center Carl Sias
from the U.S Army, junior guard
Terence Brooks from Lees Junior
College and junior forward Louie
Foster from Jefferson
Murray signed freshmen guards
Paul King and Jeff Robbins and
Martin and Mann had their sup
porting cast
The result was a 13.1 conference
record and an OVC championship
from a team that was picked to
finish fifth in the preseason
coaches' poll
Newton, in his 10th year with
MSU, wasn't caught off guard by
the Racers' success and neither
were his players
"We started working toward
this goal three years ago." Newton
said "This isn't unexpected to
us."
"Every year we play, we play to
win it,' Martin said, after a
20-point effort in the conference
finale "This year, everybody
dedicated themselves and we
decided we wanted it
"When I first saw the new guys
in practice. I knew they could
play," he added. "All year long.
we talked about winning the
championship"
The OVC title makes Newton the
league's front-runner for its Coach
of the Year award and will very
likely put both Martin and Mann
on the A1l-0VC's first team It also
should put King on the All.
Freshmansquad
But the Racers still believe that
their job is unfinished
"It's good to win, but we know
it's not over yet," Mann said, after
Scoring 23 points to lead MSU
Monday night. "We're just taking
this thing one game at a time "
Although the Racers are keeping the celebration to a minimum
— they went out for pizza after the
win over Middle — they are very
pleased with their
accomplishment
"It feels great I can't describe
the feeling — it's something that
I've never experienced before,"
Foster said. "I know that we
haven't finished yet, but this win Is
great."
"It feels like I dreamed this
(Cont'd on page 9)

Lady Racers' defense carries them to 82-60 win over Middle Tennessee
Smith tosses in 24 points in MSU's 21st win
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
The Murray State Lady Racers kept the Middle
Tennessee Lady Raiders under lock and key Monday
night in Racer Arena
MSU held the Lady Raiders to 29 percent shooting
from the floor and outrebounded the conference
champions 54-29, on their way to posting an 82-60 vic •
tory over MTSU
With the win, MSU pushed its record to 21-6 and
10-4 in the OVC while Middle fell to 20-6 and 12-1
overall MTSU has already clinched the OVC
championship
"For 36 minutes, that was the best defense aiteam

of mine has ever played," Lady Racer coath Bud
Childers said. "We took them out of everything they
tried to do I'm just so proud of our girls. Our defense
was tremendous."
MSU was led by Sheila Smith who tossed in 24 on
8-of-16 shooting from the field and 8-of-8 from the
line She also shared rebounding honors with
Michelle Wenning, each pulling down pine Werining
and Rona Poe each had 18 points, with Poe dishing
out nine assists.-Poe had 12 points in the first half and
was instruniental in putting the Lady Raiders away.
"Rona's had a good weekend," Childers said. "I
think Rona realizes that without Karen Johnson she
had to pick up more of the scoring slack."

MTSU had three players in double figures wth
Tawnya Mucker leading the way with 16. Lianne
Beck arid Sandy Brown each had 12
MSU gave a hint of things to come by running out
to a 6-0 lead. Middle finally got on the board with
17:05 left in the first half when Brown hit a bucket
MTSU took its only lead when Beck scored on a layup
off a steal.
Murray then went on a seven -point tear to take a
six point lead. with 9:04 left in the first half. A 12-4
spurt paced by Smith and Poe gave the Lady Racers
a 12-point lead and they took a 39-24 advantage into
the locker room.
MSU scored the first five points of the second half
to effectively put the game out of reactr It took a
30-point lead, their largest of the game, when
Melissa Huffman buried a 16-foot jumper with 13:39
left.

The Lady Racers' whipping of MTSU was all the
more impressive because they played without high.
scori}ig guard Karen Johnson Johnson's father died
last week.
For the game, MSU shot 43 percent from the floor
and 74 percent from the line. MTSU shot 29 percent
from the floor and 71 percent from the charity stripe.
MSU now turns its attention to nationally ranked
and long time rival Western Kentucky MSU visits
Bowling Green Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
"We get a chance to see how we measure pri the national scene." Childers said.
MSU will more than likely play Tennessee Tech in
the OVC tournament next week in Murfreesboro.
Town., while Middle will more than likely play
Youngstown State. The OVC women's tournament
includes only the top four teams.
,
^
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Mann's 3-pointer.

Ogden chipped in 12 points for
Murray, King added 11 and Sias
scored 10 to put all five starters in
double figures for the first time
this season. MS1.5 closed its OVC
schedule at 13-1 and moved to 18-8
with a Wednesday night contest at
Western Illinois awaiting.
While stepping out of the conference after such an emotional
game may seem like the perfect
setting for an upset, the Racers
aren't worried about a letdown.
"I think we'll be ready because
this team knows what it takes to
win," Martin said. "We're riding a
high right now and we're on a roll.
I don't think there's anything to
stop us now."
Murray State defeated Western
Illinois 74-58 earlier in the year.

Short-term gameplan...

Murray State forward Jett Martin goes up for two of his 20 points in Monday night's 82-66 win over MIS!.
seal pboto by David Tuck

(Cont'd from page 8)
before," Sias said.
Newton, however, was his usual,
low-key self, giving the credit to
his players.
"The players make you popular
and that's a nice feeling," he said.
"-The guys worked extremely hard
and they deserved it."
Newton also credited his staff
and the university's administration for helping the Racers realize
their dream... or at least one of
their dreams.
"I don't guess I'll be satisfied

until we win it all," Mann said.
When asked if he was referring
to the OVC Tournament or the
NCAA, the 5-foot-8 point guard
smiled boldly.
"However far we can go."
The Racers may not be taken
seriously by some when t,hey
speak of the NCAA Tournament,
but they were picked fifth in the
OVC and now they own the title.
"We had something to prove,
not only to ourselves but to them,"
Mann said. "We went out and
showed them."

PAGE 9
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(Cont'd from page 8)
best offensive squad.
Murray State hit just over 48
percent of its field goal attempts
while Middle suffered through a 33
percent performance. The Racers
were able to keep Middle's
superior size in check as the Blue
Raiders held a 42-39 rebounding
edge.
The conference title is Murray's
eighth and its first since 1883. Murray has won seven'straight games
and 12 of its last 13 to earn it a
first-round bye in the conference
tournament, March 11-12.
Henry led Middle Tennessee,
19-9 overall and 10-3 in the conference, with 17 points. Baynham
added 15 and Leslie Gregory had
11
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Bradley coach's confidence...
(('ont'd from page 8)
the year in the Valley."
Only three games involved Top
Twenty teams. In the others, it
was No. 7 Pittsburgh 87, Boston
College 79. and No. 16 North
Carolina State 87, North CarolinaAsheville 76
Hawkins scored 29 first-half
points, pushing Bradley, 12-2 in the
coneference and 23-4 overall, to a
56-48 halftime lead. .—.
SIC,6-8 and 12-45, had a 15-8 lead..
with 15:35 left in the first half, but
Bradlevi. came back to lead 20-19
after Luke Jackson hit a turnaround Jumper The Braves extended the lead to 42-27 with seven
minutes to play in the half, but SIC
closed to within eight points on a
Todd Krueger tip-in at the buzzer
The Salukis came back to make
a strong challenge in the second
half. but Bradley was equal to the
task.
Bradley raced to a 17-point lead
in the first three minutes after intermission, but the Salukis scored
eight straight points to close
within 72-67 with 13 minutes
remaining

SIC tied the game at 76-76 with
11:43 left to play on a Middleton
free throw
The Braves' Jerry Thomas then
scored nine straight points as
Bradley built the lead to 92-78 with
7:55 remaining.
Hawkins set an SIC Arena scoring record and added 11 rebounds.
Jackson added 12 points and 13 rebound for Bradley. Donald Powell
came off the bench to score IS
points
No.7 Pitt 87
Boston ('ollege 79
Charles Smith scored 23 points
to become the second-leading
scorer in Pitt history. Ironically.
Smith had the first 3-point goal of
his career.
''The funny thing is he's actually
a good three-point shooter,"
Coach Paul Evans said We have
some plays designed for that but
he doesn't take that many "
Dernetreus Gore scored 14 of his
20 points in the second half for
Pitt.
Dana Berms led Boston College
with 32 points, hitting on 11 of 22
shots and six of 10 three-pointers.

No. 16 N. Carolina St. 87
N.C.-Asheville 76
Chucky Brown scored 25 points
and Vinnie Del Negro added 23 to
lead the Wolfpack.
North Carolina-Asheville, trailing 52-32 at halftime, closed—the
gap to 78-70 with 3:20 remaining on
the play of William Funderburk
and Ricky Chatman, both of whom
wound up with 22 points

But freshman Chris Corchiani
hit a pair of free throws and Brown
followed with a dunk with 1:30 left
to increase the Wolfpack lead to
84-72.
The Bulldogs took their only
lead at 22-21 with 9:07 left in the
first half on a basket by Funderburk. But Del Negro and Brown
sparked a 9-0 spurt that gave the
Wolfpack a 30-22 lead.

cessing company that
uses the latest computer
techonology to meet your
mailing needs.
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Loca I hoops

Calloway girls win tournament
Calloway County's freshman
girls' basketball team downed
Marshall County 57-55 Monday
night to win the Fourth District
Tournament at Murray High
School
Calloway was led by Susan Lax
and Susan Bucy, who scored 24
and 23 points, respectively.
In the boys' final, Mayfield
downed Marshall County 50-44 as
Scott Duncan scored 16 points and
Chris Yarber scored 15 Bubba
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Winfrey helped the Cardinals with
11-of-19 free throw shooting. Winfrey had 13 points.
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Community...

This Spectator Rises to
Cheer Sports Fans'
Early Departure
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: "Seattleite" was
et with people who leave sportg events early. He was concerned
that the players' performances
would suffer. You agreed, calling
this premature departure "demoralizing,jnsensitive and unsportsmanlike." Hogwash! Abby, don't assume
tharevvryone who attends sporting
events is a fan , — which is an
abbreviation for "fanatic."
.1 attend sporting events hoping to
see top-level athletes perform at
their ,best, buoyed by the competition. , It's entertainment. And in
many cases, I pay exorbitant prices,
and when I am no longer being
entertained, I leave..
Also, I croUbt very much whether
college or'professional athletes are
"demoralized" when people they've
never seen leave the stands early.
Athletes at this level play for a
variety of reas s, not the least of
which is f. . g money.
So, if y u fans want to be fanatical, plea .e do. When I'm present at
a lopsided contest, I'll be the first
one out the door. You "home teamers" can demonstrate your sensitivity and sportsmanship in the
parking lot jam.
ELLENSBURGER

ers' shirts had epaulets — little
strips of fabric on the shoulders. So
rather than scrap the shirts he had,
he took them to the tailor shop in
the post exchange and had the
tailor sew epaulets on the shoulders.
And where did the tailor get the
extra material to make the
epaulets? He just "shaved" it off the
tail of the shirt. Hence every second
lieutenant who was formerly an
enlisted man was known as a
"shavetail."
GRANT T. EDMONDS,
LITTLETON, COLO

u

DEAR GRANT:Your explana-

tion checks out. I wonder where
the story, about shaving the
tails of mules used in the military originated.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Thanks for advising "Carolina Churchgoer" to tell
her minister privately to please stop
asking (in a loud tone): "Where is
your husband this morning?"
That reminds me of a minister we
once had. Although my husband
and I attended church services
every. Sunday morning, our minister would say, "Why don't you two
DEAR
ELLENSBURGER: join our Bible study group on
You're right, athletes are enter- Thursday nights?" Then he would
tainers, but when an enter- iay, "I never see you at Sunday
tainer sees the audience leaving night services — you really should
early, while he may wet beeosne make an effort to attend."
unglued, it doesn't make him
Every time we missed a church
feel any better.
picnic, supper, book review or guest
lecturer,-the minister always asked
"Where were you?"

•••

In addition to every Sunday
morning service, we also attended
Easter and Christmas services, and
figured that was quite enough
church for us.
As Paul Harvey would say:
"Here's the rest of the story." We

DEAR -ABBY: Here's another
version of why second lieutenants
were called "shavetaiis": When a
soldier made the transition from
enlisted man to officer, he had a
surplus of plain-style Marts. Offic-

now
a nice young pastor greets us
warmly, thanks us for coming, and
never tries to lay a guilt trip on us
for not attending church more often.
TENNESSEE CHURCHGOERS
finally changed churches, and

•* •

Problems? Write to Abb. For it
personal, unpublished replv'. send it
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
Abby. P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles.
Calif. 90069. All correspondence is
confidential.

Quick repairs
put MSU phones
back in service
MURRAY,Ky. — The
phones at Murray State
University working again.
Jim DeBoer, the school's
director of computing and
information services, said two
devices that regulate voltage
and at least five cards of
electric circuits were replaced-Friday in the phone system.
The university's phones are
computerized and electrically
powered.
Murray State President Kala
Stroup said Saturday cost.
estimates for the repair work
range from $300,000 to $500,000.
The trouble started Jan. 18
wben the almost-six-year-old
phone system was hit by an
apparent power fluctuation.
The school's 3,600 phones
became so unreliable that
sometimes they worked only
half the time.

LIEZZIEMI
OKAY TEAM THIS 1.5 OUR
FIRST GAME LETS HEAR SOME
CHATTEROUT THERE ..

LETS 5-IOW 'EM Wi4AT
KIND OF SPIRIT WE NAVE

JUST Lao-

TIL

Women of First Presbyterian
Church will meet at 7 p.m.
————
, Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Children's
Choir at 3:30 p.m. and Easter
Drama Rehearsal at 7 p.m.
————
Eating Disorders Group will
meet at 3 p.m, in Testing and
Counseling Center, Ordway Hall,
Murray State University. For information call 762-6851 for Eileen
or Connie.
————
Murray State University Social
Work Club will meet at 2:30, p.m.
in Faculty Hall, Room 501, MSU.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at Senior Citizens' Center
Benton. For infoizmation call
759-4059,- 762-3399. 753-7764 or
753-7663.
————
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have its annual
benefit luncheon and card party at
12 noon at club house.
————
Eddie Roberts Post No. 62491
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Miller Courthouse Annex
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Thursday, March 3
building.
————
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma'Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at Ellis Center.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church Educational
Building. For information call
Pam at 759-1105, Brenda at
753-2513 or Glen at 435-4143.
————
Murray High School Girls will
play Marshall County at 6:30 p.m.
and Mayfield Boys will play Marshall County at 8:15 p.m. in Fourth
District High School Basketball

Thursday, March 3
will include Mothers' Day Out at 9
a.m. and Exercise Class at 10:45
a„t13.

Tournament at Marshall County
High School.
"Marketing for Human service
Agencies" will be at 3:30 p.m. in
Barkley Lecture Room, Curris
Center, Murray State University.
For information call 762-3808.
— — — —

basketmaking ,class will be
from 6 to 9:30 p.m. in Room 226,
Stewart Stadium, Murray State
University. For information call
762-2716
A

A quilted wall hanging class will
be from 7 to 9 p.m. at Murray State
University For information call
762-2716.

CLASSIFIED
2.Notic.e

2

Flea Market
Betty's Place

Notice

Yard Sale
Thurs. &

Int 68 & 80 Aurora, Ky.
Opening for the season
March 12th

Now Low Rates
ATTtNTION TRUCK
DRIVERS WITH FLAT
BED TAILERS for sale
1/2 price or less, tarps,

Prepared Childbirth Class will
chains. binders, nylon
straps Call 492 8806 or
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Call9yay_ write P 0 Box 671
-Murray, Kr
County Hospital.
————
Do you chew tobacco,
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
smoke cigars or pipe
at Piggly Wiggly, Murray. from 9
or use snuff' Write
to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m.
for tree samples &
—
price lest to
Events in Land Between the
WARD'S SPECIALTY
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
TOBACCO
10:30 a.m.. and 1:30 p.m. at
Route 1, Box 13
Homeplace-1850.
Hazel, Ky 42049
———
12 In. west of Hazel on
Preceptor Omiron Chapter of
State Line Road 893/
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 730
492-8580
p m. at Chamber of Commerce

THE FAR SIDE

NEXT YEAR

(Cont'd from

2

Notice

By Gonos
Antiquos &
Shopping Moll

2185. 12th St.
Setting Machine. Sheds
Stereo cabinets
Teiephones Dishes
geaspreaos Chliorer
Toys 3 Csothes „Ievee
ReaCed Niecii ,ace

Country furnishings
dolls & doll
(urn., gifts & lots of
useful & appealing

7 a.m. to ?

753-007,

crafts,

items
Hwy. 14 I
1 mile from Murray

TRANSFER your IIMM
home movies to video
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square.
Mayfield. Ky 247 6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14/0 gold chains
We sell for less!" "We
guarpntee it " Jimmy
Thoifipson Jeweler

tape 5350 per 50 ft
reel, tape included
Free pick up and cieiiv
cry Call Donna Dar
nell, Video Production
Specialties 759 9266

By GARY LARSON

Is he too old to
play' David is

61

30 today'
Happy Birthday'

NEW CONCOR5
Family Hair Station
now taking appoint
ments for the Wulff
Tanning bed 53 per 30
minutes 436 7714

Love
Mom & Dad

NV'

NANCY

v4A6 LIKE A LiGi-kT
WENT ON IN PAL? PEA).
l5 THAT AMAZING
CR WHAT 7

DID LOU NOTICE
114A7 I AN9e1F_RED
A QUET I Of•1
IN MATH C1-W-,7

k40_

44r
diri
t0)
;air

te,
••11

swum

.. IT 14.1A4 A
REAL s-rvox.E.
OF AVERAGE

Medicare is agar
changing the PartA
deductible and Co.
payments amounts
YOu will be required to
bay even more of the
bin In tact if you go tc
the hospital you Or
your insurance *II:
have 10 pay the fits!
S540 00
before
pays
Medicare
anything For free intOrmatiOn call

gap
11

latstit.4 '

v••••••• .9(
-••

1198 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

wrweet

GARFIELD
IT SAYS HERE, OWNERS

ANp THEIR PETS OFTEN
LOOK ALIKE

I THINK I'LL GO
HAVE PLASTIC

Jerry McConnell
In

"Sure I'm a creature — and I can accept
that
but lately it seems I've been
developing into a miserable creature

SORGERY PONE

753-4199

"Our 25th Year"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
BEETLE BAILEY

1 Pallor

MY SECRET

WE CAN

FANTASY IS TO

ARRANGE
THAT

HAVE TWO MEN
FIGHT OVER
ME

V
a
t
44

e
Oi
s

3

OKAY,

oita

ef
ei
41111ge

LIE
POW)
RIGHT
THERE

u*f
Ala

11=1:1212___
A Lerr 1400K AND
A RiGe-4T CROSS

4
and fro
6 Escapes
11 Lances
13 Overburdened
15 Greek letter
16 Din
18 Father
19 Pigpen
21 Brazilian
soccer greAt
22 Spielberg
alien
23 Land of the
free
26 Secret agent
29 Tibetan priest
31 Simple
33 Maiden loved
by Zeus
34 - garde
35 Fish eggs
38 Lair
39 Plutonium
symbol
1
11
15
19

29

WILL
NEVER
ComE OFF
IT

34
40

6!

47 Liberation

50 Artificial
language
52 Part in play
53 Lay down the
-- (give
explicit
orders)
56 Spoken
58 Approaches
60 Italian river
61 Part of eye
63 False show
65 Shallow
66 Estrada
monogram
67
man out

Answer to Previous Puzzle
I) I

S T 13

OREGON

, ea E 1:4
R AIKIE.D

E 0OULGOO OW
AM
PROU MEM
STOW TWOW MUU
UYBOR
PWIM
MU
Emiu
EUIE

as

mouu Emum

UTU (JOUR

SGAU

ORMM

EAUE

MI

Lc' AspouIN WA
'EMOGIOE 01510m110
sew LE Aug
3 That man
4 Figure of
speech
5 Willow
6 Despoiled
7 Behold!
8 Facility

Redacts
Sun talk
Article
1 vipers
Rio -2 Part of
Janeiro
fireplace
17 Slender
20 Sweet potato
4
2
3
9
10
6
7
8
24 Female horse
25 Exist
12
14
13
27 Metal tube
28 — Show of
Shows"
16
18
29 Producer
1111
Norman
2I
30 Pilaster
22•
32 Goals
2627 ill
23 ill
36 Paddle
ill
37 Without end
31
ill
42 Wild plum
44 Lamprey
35 36 ill
36
39
46 The Grapes
of —"
4'
41
44
42
48 Make happy
49 Eagle's nest
51 Mixture
47
i49
54 Imitated
55 Upland plain
ill 51
52
53
56 Either
57 Legal matter
59 Tin symbol
82 Sodium
hil
symbol
64 Therefore

id

DOWN

UUU

11111 II

iii
him
45

40 Near
41 Diner sign
43 ' The
Hunter
45 Untried

65

i •
NI

En

id

IUV

9
10
12
14

Help

Wanted
or 7AT T
T
TECH registry digi
ble or registered
therapist
PT PRN
apply Or send resume
to Personnel Marshall
County Hospital. 503
Geo McClain Drive.
Benton, Ky 42025
1ENCE
E XPE
teiemarketers calling
from home Phone 4426051 from 12 4P M only
TS wanted - Par?
time positions avails
ble
Apply or send
resume to Marshall
County Hospital. Aft
Personnel, 503 Geo
McClain Drive, Benton,
Kentucky 42025
NEED a lob' 4 openings
now You may Qualify
( llyou do not have
if
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more. 131
you are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE
This prole(' is funded
by the Western Ky
Private industry
Cali
JTPA
Council
J T PA Out Of School
753 9378 between 8 30
12 00 5 days a week
NEED babysitter for
after school and or
casional days 753 8717
NOW hiring Your area
$13,550 to 559.480 im
mediate openings Call
1 (31517336063 Ext F
2558
PART time admissions
clerk needed in Mar
shall County Hospital's
Emergency Room
Apply Or send resume to
Personnel, Marshall
County Hospital, 503
Geo McClain Drive,
Benton, Kentucky 42025
6

Full-Time or
Part-Time

TYPESETTER
Neoclod
Experience necessary
Paid vkation, insurance and retirement benefits
Send resume to
P.O. 1040-1,
Murray, Ky.
42071
SECRETARY with
clerical skills and word
processing ability
Previous experience
required Send resume
Box 1402,
to
P.O
Murray or phone 759
1955 ask for Jim

TUESDAY, MARCH 1, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
Help

6

Wanted

Situation

9

Wanted

RECEPTIONIST & 1 will keep and care for
general office work Send a lady in my home in
resume to R,o,
1223, Hazel
Experienced
Murray, KY.
Good references 492
RN Director a Nursing 8510.
needed for 118 bed fool WILL do sewing in my
ity Experience preferred home 435 4293
but not absolutely neces
sary Must have strong
supervisory/ manage 14
Want to Buy
ment and nursing skills
X)
TO
160 acres within S
Excellent benefits &
miles of Murray Prefer
chance for advancement
Apply in person at North or Southwest
Oakview Manor, Hwy 62 school districts
436 5463
East, Calvert City, Ky
JUNK cars and trucks
E 0 E., MFHV.
Ask for Larry 753 3633

16

19
Sit-billion
-Walked

9

rHILDCARe

in Har
din Experienced, car
mg and dependable
Meals and snacks fur
rushed Have openings Call me at 437 4678

Dark Fire Cured

Tobacco Base

Instruction

11

WANT
TO BUY

Call:
492-8366
After 3 p.m.
TRAVEL AGENT
TOUR GUIDE.
AIRLINE RESERVAT1ONIST
Start local!) full Urne part
time Tram on live alrttne
computers Home study and
resident trailing Fmancial
aid available Job plat ement
assistance National HdriLri
l4h Mouse Pt
.
41 1 UR A%F.1. SCHOM.

Singer dot
WANTED
!house bedroom furni
ture 247 4170
WANTED Used moped
Of scooter 50cc_ or less
in good condition. Will
pay reasonable price
7537439
YOUNG coupre inter
ested in buying 1 or 2
esotJanUIn COunty-3_
to 10 miles from town::'
Prefer well with septic
759 1959 alter
lank
4:30P M

A Lot Full of Local One.
Owner Used Cars & Trucks
'87 Dodge D-50 Pickup ..LoCai 1 -owner, topper, low mileage

'87 Dodge Shadow-Local-I -owner uncle,/
9.000 miles,,lots of factory warranty left S-SP,
it P S

P A

'86 Dodge

A4Ft4sfereb

W.150

/
4X4...LOCal 1-ownee, ex-

clean, 31.000

Miies.ioadeq with
power windows. auto,air. AM/FM stereo
'85 Chevy Scottsdale Pickup...Local
tra

nice 8.

'-owner auto. air. P . PB 4f,0001hiles
'85 Dodge Daytoge...AUto. air, AM/FM
stereo, less than 50,000 mneS
'64 Ford Pickup...Local 7'-owner, 6-cyl
straight shift, low mileage/
'83 Ford F-150 XLT...Loaqed with equipment,
priced tO
'84 Honda Accord li
c(i.LOCal 1 -Owner, 5-SP
Air
cruise
ssette
oaded
'74 Dodge Cherger...2-owner.. documentation to original owner 8id Only 43.000 actual

miles
Hunt To Iii•
'%hairs er t Ttakre
Vour 't'or or TrlAr- A

PEPPERS
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE
1331/EAST WOOD ST LAKE HWY 7(3F
PARIS TN 901-642-5661

Home

Furnishings

BLACK vinyl hide a
bed couch, perfect
shape Call after 3P M
759 4720.
COUCH and chair, gold
floral pattern, $150
Wing back chair, gold
pattern, $25 Excellent
condition 753 6657 after
3P.M.
OAK twin beds, box
springs and mattresses:
Clean, excellent condi
tion $200 437 4791
WESTINGHOUSE re
frigerator, $125 G E
range, $100. Cali 47/ 2700
Farm

Equipment

10 WHEEL disc, 7 JD
chisel plow.. 753 5463 or
753 0144
1974 FORD LTD, above
average, 1954 NAA
Ford tractor and
equipment, TO 20
Ferguson tractor and
equipment. 5HP Gilson
roto tiller. 753 3917
24

Miscellaneous

IBM Compatible
Software
(public domain

Software. Over 1000
Programs for only
$5.25 per disk' All
fully guaranteed.
for
Send
$2 00
Catalog to:

24

Miscellaneous

VALLEY pool table,
coin operated
753 042
after 5P M

Wierray Ledger & Times
32. Apts tor

Rent

Call MTG/Better Homes
& Gardens 753-4000

Registered Nurses
time & part time weekend
positions available, in a long term
care facility. Benefit package
included.
Full

$12 PER HOUR
Send resume •th confidence
P.O. Box 1040-C Murray, Ky 42071

25

COME JOIN
OUR TEAM
Captain D's is seeking
management trainees with a willingness
to work hard, to learn, and grow.

WE OFFER:
•GUaranteed Starting salary
•Unlimiled career opportunities
*Bonus* incentive Win
6COmprenengiVilknealth, accident and
group life onturance
•Paid vacations

are willing to put forth the effort,
we are willing to help you grow.

If you

Business Services

GET your fax refund
faster! We're equipped
to transmit to IRS by
computer
Refunds
issued in average of 18
days last year! We can
transmit if I do the
preparation, you or
another preparer
Now
preparing individual,
farm, business and
partnerships
Call
Joyce Noel Tax Service
489 2440 for appoint
ment, information or
rates,
MIKEHodge's Tax
Service offering elec
troni< filing
Refunds
processed in average of
18 days 11 years ex
perience
Southsode
Shopping Center, 759
1425.

Homes for

Sale

I OR 2 bedroom apar-

34

Houses for

Rent

I BEDROOM, 2 bath

Bruce Green
Building
Contractors Inc.
753-8443

brick in county. Living
roomy-With fireplaEe,
kitchen/dining com- IN Canterbury Estates
bination with stove, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, great
refrigerator and dis
room and fenced back
hwasher Central heat yard Call 753 4801 after
and air Call 753 7128.
3P M
TO lease beautiful 3 beMotorcycles
droom, 2 bath, brick 47
house in Panorama
Shores Fireplace and
many other extras Call
901 479-2604 after ap.m
36

For Rent or Lease

Miller's 121
Mini Storage
Located on 121 By Pass
753.6774 or 753-6855
after 5 p.m.
37

Livestock-Supplies

1980 650
Honda
14,000 miles
new tires
good condition

CALL:

759-1959
/Mew 4:00 PM

REGISTERED Polled
Hereford bulls also
calves. Rex 1979 YAMAHA XS 11
cows
Robinson 901 247 5487 Special with tarring &
lowers Needs riding.
Puryear, Tn.
2169.
SIMMENTAL and $800. Call 489
Simbrah bulls Per- 1985 XR 100R Honda trail
formance & semen bike, good condition, $600
tested. Excellent qual- .,492 8824
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, 1987 YAMAHA Warrior,
blue and white, excel
Ky. 522 8794
lent condition. 4371838.
38 Pets Supplies
650 HONDA custom
motorcycle, only 3000
ADORABLE AKC re
original miles, excellent
gistered Bassett pup
pies Will hold until condition 362 8351
Easter 753 8448
48. Auto Services
AKC registered yellow
Labrador Retriever
puppies Call 474 8050
AKC registered Golden
Retriever puppies 753
4659
Over 20 Years Evenoms
Real Estate
43
ESTIMATES
FIDERGLASSING
1COPPERUD Realty
FRAMEWORK
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
MIG WELDING
with a wide selection of
SPECIALIZING IN ALL
all
quality homes
OVER PAINT JOBS
prices. 753 1222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
Shop: 753-9714
711L for courteous,
After 5:00
competent Real Estate
753-0062
service. We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you
49
Used Cars
Pi,te
says
Galaxy,
1972
FORD
got buyers I need
loaded, new tires, very
sellers List your pro
perty with me Call me nice. 753 7907
at 489 2266 or Roberts 1973 GRAND Prix, S500.
1978 Volkswagon Rabbit
Realty 753 1651
F.I , S700. 759 1384
44 Lots for Sale
976 DELTA 88 Olds P.5 ,
LAKE property af P B., AM/FM radio De
pendable. S800. 753 6211
bargain price 8x38 2
after 5p.m.
bedroom trailer on ap
prox 100x150' lot Septic, 1976 FORD Granada,
deepwell with pump, 57,xxx actual miles,
storage building and local car, new tires,
deck, near Bloodrover $6. battery and shocks, no
000 314 471 6163 days or rust, excellent condi
tion. $1600 753 0530
314 472 1675 after 6p m
after 4P M
46 Homes for Sale
1977 CADILLAC Stdan
Deville, local car, A 1
sale
New house
condition
1980 Bon
located in Merrywood
neville Brougham
Subdivision lust off of
Coupe, local car, extra
Benton Bypass to
clean. 436 2427.
Murray 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, double garage 1977 MONTE Carlo,
with electric opener, power & air. AM/FM
built in bookcase. large cassette, new tires, ex
wood deck, plus over 800 cellent condition inside &
out, $1095 See at Un
sq ft of storage area
iversity Gulf. 16th &
Call 527 9 1 9 2 for
Chestnut
appointment
GOV'T seized homes 1978 -BUICK Regal,
from S1. (U repair) 55,000 actual miles.
AM/FM stereo radio
foreclosures & tax de
linquent homes For cruise, tilt steering, air
conditioning PS. PB,
current repo list call
factory mag-wheels,
(refundable) 1 518 459
Excellent
vinyl roof
3546 Ext. H 9/3 24Hrs.
condition. $2,000 395
7986
979 FORD LTD.
loaded, $1900 753 9644
1979 WHITE Firebird,
Don't buy new!!I
Save StS
Call
good condition
We rover vow n!il frames arwoodgrah orrhca Area rhanrafter 4P M 753 044.1
'ea wood' Mar's
1980 BUICK Century
wagon, 1 owner, air
436-5560
Murray, KY
conditioner, power
lockt, cruise, inter
mittent wipers, rear
Extension of
widow defog, $1600.
437 4848.
Feb. Sale
1980 MERCURY Bob
cat, A 1 condition inside
and out, 54,000 miles. 1
owner, air, automatic,
111,11 00,111 h
PS, good tires. 901 642
All retail items
1160
980 PONT-I AC Phoenix,
•Helen Curtis
•Redkin
4 door, white with blue
'Scruples
•Jessica
cloth interior, 60,xxx
miles, automatic
Power and .air,
AM/FM, very god
306 N 41h St
condition. $1295 Cell
753 4723
489 2733 anytime

Pierce
Body Shop

Ernr-iraley

Building For Rent

Need a large home in prime location' This 5
bedroom 54 bath is great for entertaining royalty
or just comfortable living in this finished walk -out
basement Wood deck on upper level to enjoy cook
out or relaxing after•busy day Call MT(;753 4000
and wets today

46

Notice

14x70 WINDSOR, very
Software
,‘'
good condition Call 435
4510 or 435 4568
434 N. seta .
1977 IWO. 3 BED
Paducah, Ky.42001
ROOM, 2 bath Phone
759 4754
1971 WONDtRLAND,
1982 RIVER Oaks mobile
28', 5th wheel camper
home, 14x65, on 2/3 acre
1979 Chevrolet pick up,
lot with several trees, 2
32,000 miles
12x60
bedrooms, 1 bath, excel
house trailer 759 1515
lent condition City water,
l's CARAT diamond sat dish and receiver,
earrings for sale Prac
10x12 storage building.
tocally brand new Call Located on south end Old
Wilson
at
753 0586
Scott
Flint Church Rd right off
, OM dresses 1 pink 641 After 5p m 437 4A-42
with silver and pink
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
sequins For informa
tion call Kim, 753 9866
OR 3 BR, _furnished or
60 YARDS used green unfurnished: some new
sculptured carpet 20 furniture,,. natural gas
yards light blue carpet
electric, air con
Also, some paas $150 ditioned. Shady Oaks
for all 489 2704 after 753 5209
6P M
15 OUBLt wide near
BRAND new Kelvinafor Ky
Lake, furnished,
stove, almond color, used deposit required Pur
3 months Spotless. $275. chase option, 753 8964_
7530571
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park on North
FIREWOOD for safe
16th Street now has
437 4667
trailer lots for rent
FIREWOOD for sale
Also, tree removing 30 )53 9866.
years experience 436- 'TRAILER for rent. Re
ferences please Cali
2758 or 434-2562.
FIREWOOD. $75 a rick, - Dill's Trailer Court 759
1577
delivered 474 8064
Seasoned
Delivered and
Oak
* Four Star *
stacked or you pick up
MOBILE HOME
Charles Barnett 753
REPAIR
5476
tr
s
Jamison
FOR sale
_Doors Window,
.
queen size sofa sleeper,
Vtnyl Slcrt'og
$250. 2 Fairfield swivel
Installed
rockers, $150. Persian
Leveling piumbolg
rug, 330. coffee table,
s..iggea roots & ,100rs
$50, English riding
reoa.rec
saddle, $400 All nearly
• Best prices Ouanty,i'
new 759 4414
Lattice
"r)rn 250
-Foamy Lawlor,*
LARGE, large, large
ItiolkIhne I Servrt-ong
selection of storage
Wadi* Homes
buildings in stock for
.
PHONE. 8020492444e
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings. Mayfield, 30 Business Rentals
Ky 502'247 7831
4 BAY clean up shop
LOTS of good little girls
753 9386 or 7534509
clothes, size 1 through
ATTRACTIVE office
IT 753 5905 or 759 9527 space at 715 S. 12th, ten
after 5P M
tral heating and air, car•
MARTIN houses 6
peted, paneled, Mont and
room, $19 99, 12 room, side entrance, nice stor
579 99 18 room $4499
aqe rrirm plenty of park
24 room, 559 99 14'
mg, near Bel Air mall.
telescoping pole $29 99
5.395 per month including
Wallin Hardware, water
1 442 3131, call
downtown, Paris, Tn
collect Paducah
PROM dress with haf
and hoop, $45 753 9463
'RUBBER bed mats for
On Court Square.
ALL makes of pick up
trucks Stokes Tractor
$150.00 a month.
753 1319
Deposit Required.
SEARS suburban 11
Call 753-1916.
horse riding mower, 42"
Ask for Ted Delaney.
cut Ford '75 7 horse
riding mower, 42" cut.
SMALL building on
Wagon, single axle,
MSU Campus $175 per
shop made Homelite
month Call 753 2967
XL chain saw Admiral
space in
STORE
22,000 BTU air con
Southside Shopping
ditioner, window unit
Center 753 9386 or 753
15.1 cubic foot Kenmore
4509
upright freezer
Used
Frigidaire refrigerator
Want to Rent
31
All priced to sell 436
OR 3 bedroom home
5355
basement, need by
SEASONED firewood, with
May 1st Call 759 4809
ricks,
delivered
150 2
436 2778.
32 Apts for Rent
SERVICE all brands of
BEDROOM efficiency
1
chain saws' Also, 3 and
apartment for hoys,
4 wheelers. Stokes
partial- utilities paid No
Tractor, Industrial
pets Phone after 5P.M
Road,
75.3 9741
THREE large dogwood
1 BEDROOM apar
trees, will set out, $20
ment, located at... 1628
per tree. Phone
Miller $170 rent and
753 3315.
deposit Call before
USED 55 gallon drums
SP M 753 3415
very good condition
Stokes Tractor 753 1319

FIREWOOD

‘.)

BEDROOM house in
tments, rent starts .at country (8 miles north
$144, water included. on Hwy 121)
Wilt
Murray Manor Ltd, call consider trade for nice
26
TV
Radio
7 5 3 .866 8
o m mobile home. $8000.
10 USED Zenith console & 9A.M 3P.M., Oionday Call 753 9866
through Friday. 'Equal 1 BEDROOM, 2 bath
portable color T V s star
brick home near Bentiro at $35 Call 753 2900 Housing OpporTunity.
) BEDR OM apart
ton
Phone 517 9932
after 5p.m 753 5702
19' COLOR Portable, ment, refrigerator, after 5P M
$125 Firm, 25" color dishwasher, stove,
garbage disposal in
console, $150 firm
New House
(Both look and play like NorthWood $245 per
month. 759 4406.
For Sale
new). 753 7439
DUPLEX, 2 bedroom,
LEASE TO OWN 25
App l800.q ft under roof, 3
and
air,
central
heat
console TV with remote,
bedrooms. 2 full baths, 2 car
$53 a month
Murray quiet residential area,
garage. central heat and fAl.r,
$250 monthly. 753 8096.
Rental & Sales 753 8201.
city
writer.. hswer. ,and
LEASE TO OWN 19' / FURNISHED apart
natural gas. Reduced •
color TV, $28 a month/ merits, 1 or 2 bedrooms.
3,80 800 Serious buyers only.
No pets.
Murray Rental & Sale* No children
please
Apart
Zimmerman
753 8201.
16th St.,
ments,
South
Bruce Green
LEASE TO OWN- -tfir753-6609.
eless remote VCR, $32 a
Building
Nor
month
Murray Rental MUR Cal apts
Inc.
Contractors
thwood Dr. L2 or 3 BR
& Sales. 753 8201
Equal
LEASE TO OWN 124 Now renting
753-8343
watt stereo* system, Housing Opportunity.
759 4984
only $53 per month
Murray Rental & Sales, NICE 2 BR apt , 3 miles
east of town. $215 per
753 8201.
ZENITH/ AO" protection month. Water furnished.
Spring Special
No pets.. Call 753 8848
screen stereo TV,. $1,950
Zenith" 35" stereo digital before 8p.m.
Now through April lit we are
T V with direct yiew pic
TAKING applications
otlsong • special rats .34
for
lure tube, $1,595. Zenith
Section 8. Rent
over cost on any new residental or commercial construction
31- stereo digital T,y. Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
over $40.000
with direct view picture BR. Apply HillcIale
11 you ire intirestiso in
tube, $1,695 Tucker TV., Apts., Hardin', Ky.
bolding "now" Woks schantsgs
1914 Coldwater Rd., 753; EquaV Housing
of this limits() offw
7900. :=
Opportunity.
27 Mobile Homes for Sate
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FOR

Wulff Kitchen Cabinet Recovery

10% Off

Ezell Beauty School

49

Used

Cars

1981 MONTE Carlo
Moon roof, power win
dows, AM/FM cass
-ette, tilt wheel, very
good condition. 753 2556.
1982 OLDS Torando,
753 6308.
1983 CHRYSLER Emit
Avenue, excellent condition, fully equipped,
leather interior, 61,000
miles, 1 owner Call
753 3249
1984 --FIERO, AM/FM
stereo, automatic, sun
roof, cruise, white. As
king $5300 759 1030
after 5:30P.M.
1984 OLDSMOBILE 96
Regency, 50,xxx miles,
charcoal grey .with
vinyl top. 753-7123 after
5P.M.
1984 RE
1_1,,imited, 4
door, loaded. 753-9841.
198-4 RENAULT Ancore
LS, 1 door, PS, PB, AC,
AM/FM cassette, low
mileage, $3250. Call
after 5.30P M. 436-2165.
1964 T BIRD, 8 cylinder,
excellent condition, Call
753 2392 after 5P.M.
1985 CHEVROLET
Celebrity, 23,000 miles;
PW, PS, PB, AT, AC,
AM/FM, tilt. Extra
nice! $7000. Call after
5P.M. 753-5279.
1985 OLDS Cutlass
Salon, loaded, AM/FM
cassette, T -tops, console, dark blue with blue
interiot-_, 1 owner, V 8,
39,000 miles. $9250. 753
0738 after 6P.M
1985 SUNBIRD, 2 door,
1 owner, low mileage,
AM/FM, air, PS, PB, 4
cylinder. $4800 753'3778
or 527 3032 after 5P.M.
1986 CUTLASS Ciera
Brougham, 9000 miles,
PW, PS, PB, AT, AC,
AM/FM, tilt. $8900
Extra sharp! 753 5279
after 5P.M.
1986 OLDS Regency
Brougham, 4 door,
white, blue vinyl top,
blue velour insides,
fully loaded with 17,000
actual miles, extra
sharp. 759-1543 or 753
0509.
1987 SUNBIRD con
vertible, like new. PS,
PB, PW, air, tilt, cruise
753 9841.
RED 1983 I 28 Camaro
Red interior, T-tops, 303
motor with crossfire
injection. Loaded up
with equipment_ 753
7242 or 753-8944 afttr
6P.M.
RED HOT bargains!
Drug dealers' cars,
boats, planes repo'd.
Surplus. Your area.
Buyers guide.
(11805687 6000 Ext. S8155

FOR SALE
$1000 CARS
Good used
'nexpensavo cars'
Cell
Ricks Vinyl Roofs
tor information

753-9872
50

Used

Trucks

53

Services Offered

Al ENTERPRISE of
tering sales and service
on natural & LP ap
pliances. Also, fireplace
repair. •Chimney
cleaning .*Masonry
*Damper *Bird screen
•Hoods. 436-5355
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 27 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S 5th St.
Business 753 4872, 4365848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis
hwashe- rs, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
B ETTER BUILT
CONSTRUCTION
Storage buildings,
treated decks, and
general home im
provements. Quality
work for less. Free
e-siimates. L.E.
Willtams 489-2663.
BREAKING and discfrig gardens. Yard landscaping. Leveling
d riveways and
bushhogging. 436 5430
or 753-0659.
BRICK block and con
crete driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, chimneys
New and repair. 27
years experience Free
estimates. Large or
small jobs. Charles
Barnett 753 5476.

Wayne Darnell
Boat &
Motor Repair
25 Years Experience
Buy, Sell or Trade

Hwy. 94 East
1 mile from
Murray
753-0079
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753 • 2310 for free
estimate.
1...leENSED dlectrician,
residential and commercial. Air condition'
ing. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP Fred's Repair 7537203.
MAX W. Par -er,
Attorney at Law. For
mer county attorney;
former district judge
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
Murray, 753• 3153 ;
Home, 753-7900.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing..
hurricane straps. 759
4850.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436 2617
RAMBO'S all appliance
repair_ Also, installa
lion. 25 rears ex
perience. 753 4663

53

Services Offered

CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, carpentry
and block work CALL
502-492 8160.
rXPERIENCE
roofer. Free estimate
Cheap labor 753-0222.
FENCE sates at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763.
GENERAL repair,
plumbing, roofing, yard
work, tree work .and
wood $25 a rick. 436-2642
or 436-58%.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

Gil's
Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning
Steam & Vacuum
System

Special!
Three Rooms
& Hall

*39.95
1315' Olive Blvd.
753-3727
Gil Sewell
15 years experience"
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete
Free es
timates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Cori.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs. All
guaranteed
Free es
timates Phone 492 8899
or 753'1308
WILL remove all 'Link
cars 753 5562
55

Feed

and

Seed

The New N.K.
Stauffer Pride &
N.K. Seed Corn
Also, Alfalfa, Clover,

1972 CHEVY pock up,
0. Grass and Timothy.
late model motor, extra
sharp $2900 Call after
6P M 759 4582
1975 FORD 150, tool box,
radials, blue and white.
753 3.402
121 5. Boole Rd
1982 DATSUN King Cab
pick up, PS, PB, AC,
753.6622
62,xxx miles Also, 10
month old male Brit
tany bird dog 492 8433.
1983 JEEP Scrambler,
26,000 miles, new tires
7::i
15500 Can be seen at 413
S 9th St or phone
5940 •
759 1336.
'
Custom Krtchien
1985 FORD Ranger
Cabooses..
pickup_ Call 492 8566
1985 5 10 BLAZER,_
All Types Of
extra sharp Can after
*
Custom Woodworking
5P M 753 7252
•
1987 NISSAN Pathfin•
'•
der XE V6, 4x4, excel
lent condition. AC, •
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•
cruise, tilt, automatic
•Drop by 8 sii• ou, showroom
•
•
Fj
i
is.h.d Sunny Breed i
514,500 489 2757
MURRAY
409 SUNBURY
t
1987 SILVERADO,
*********
Wh********
******
SWB, PS, PB, PW, PL,
cruise and air 753 9841
FOR sale or take over
payments 1987 Dodge
Dakota mid size truck,
700 miles, p s., p.b , air, 4
speed with overdrive 753
7603 or 492 8241

Carraway
Farms

Physician and Surgeon - D.0
Specializing in Family Practice

51

Campers

,1 FOOT Century Cam
per, full sized refrigera
tor, stove, sink, double
bed & shower, $1800 753
6399 or 753 9525
MOTORHOME small
Champion Barium, low
miles, fully equipped
Also, home humidifier
console automatic, $50
474 8862
52

Boats Motors

1971 EBTIDE Bass bog
50 HP
14 ' , 1911
Evinrude motor, motor
guide foot feet trolling
motor, LCR 4,000 Low
rence 60 locator 2
batteries, good condi
bon. Price $2195 247
7695
•
NICE runabout 13'
Glastron with 50HP
motor, good trailer
753 9519
WE buy, sell or trade
boats, motors, Maulers,
Parts or most anything
marine. Paris; Tn 901
642 333?
53

Services Offered

ALL types of gravel
hauled Also. slabs and
mulch. Reasonable. 4,35
4791, 437 4.402 or 753.0467

Dr. Bernard G. Morin
Services Offered:
Natural Remedies - An Alternative to Drug
Physiotherapy Modulities and MartlOulation
COlontc Irrigations - Internal Hydrotherapy
Minor Surgery
-..mnn•
Call for apon,

7

''1 502

Lake Area Property
Near Hamlin and Chandler Park
acre lo• ring TVA waterfront Great building site overlookIN the lake You can have this lake-front lot for only
,
$7,996.00.
is wended acres nn blacktop road less than a mile from lake
Only $2,280.00.
1 5 acres on Kirby Jennings Trail (blacktop road) Less than a
mile from lake Good building sites Prised at $7,406.00.
21
/
2 acres with 300 feet of lake frontage level wooded lard
with many good building locations Reasonably priced
The above properties are restricted to permanent type
buildings with 1,20ilf sq., ft or more of living space
The above parcels cal be financed with 8% APR

Cell 753-7531 and make an appointment
to siiik this lake area property.

Ken Shores Estates
P o Sox OW Mummy, KY - 15021 753-7531

The funeral for William L. Hardy will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at
'St. Francis deSales Catholic
Church, Paducah. The Rev. Martin Mattingly will officiate.
Pallbearers will be William P.
Smith, Irving Bright, William
Dyer, Dr. Henry Dallam, Walter
Apperson, James M. Clifton, Randall Lockhart and Larry Hammet.
Burial will follow in Mt. Carmel
Cemetery in McCracken County.
Friends may call after 5 p.m. today Tuesday)(
at Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah. Prayers will be

Funeral rites for Jeff Garrott
are today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
The Rev. Bill Tate is officiating.
Pallbearers are Scotty Burton,
J.W. Chapman, J.W. Edwards,
Ben Garrott, Lee Garrott, John
Jetton;„ Henry Burton and
Malcolm Jetton.
Burial will follow in Spence
Chapel Cemetery. ,
The family requests that expressionsd sympathy take the form of
contributions to Burnett's Chapel
United Methodist Church
Memorial Fund. Mr. Garrott, 67,
Rt. 1, Sedalia, died-Wednesday at

said at 7 p.m. tonight at the
funeral home.
Mr. Hardy, 51, of 249 Valley Rd.,
Paducah, died Monday at 12:20
a.m. in an automobile accident on
Western Kentucky Parkway about
seven miles east of Central City.
He owned several restaurants in
Kentucky and Tennessee including The Dakota at Murray. A
graduate of Paducah Tilghman
High School, he attended
Michigan State University and the
University of Kentucky.

12:17 a.m. at Cape Canaveral
Hospital, Cocoa Beach, Fla„ while
vacationing there.
He was a member of Burnett's
Chapel United Methodist Church
and a 23-year vtlleran of the U.S.
Air Force, serving in China,
Okinawa and Vietnam.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Laura Garrott; one daughter,
Mrs. Sheryl Wilson, Reston, Va.;
two sons, Bill Garrott, Charlotte,
N.C., and Brent Garrott, Boulder,
Colo.; two brothers, Dan Garrott,
Mayfield, andami e.C4rott. Murray; three gr
n.

A member of St. Thomas More
Catholic Church, Paducah, he was
the son of the late Robert L. Hardy
and Velvalene Haley Hardy.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Edith Russell Hardy; two
daughters, Elizabeth Hardy, Lexington, and Mrs. -Kathleen Darling, Chicago, Ill.; one son, Patrick
Russell Hardy, Paducah; two
brothers, Robert M. Hardy. Boynton Beach, Fla., and James Hardy, Melbourne, Fla

Per

fft

Services for Aubrey B. Cook
were today at 10 a.m. ip the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray.
The Rev. David Brasher and the
Rev. C.C. Brasher officiated.
Music was by Bobbie Burkeen.
Juanita Lee and Don Smith.
Pallbearers were Walt Fulkerson, Eddie Clyde Hale, Don
Rowlett, Charles Pickens, Charles
Chaney and Brooks Oswalt. Burial
VIRGO
Was in Murray City Cemetery.
(Aug.
23 to Sept 22)
Mr. Cook, 79, died Saturday at
9:15 p.m. at his home on R,t. 3, • You come out of yourself today and
greet the world with new selfMurray.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mildred Wilkerson Cook; one stepson, Gene Knight and wife, Barbara, Rt. 3, Murray; one granddaughter, Mrs. David (Cindy
Owen, one great-grandchild, Stacy
Knight.

WASHINGTON AP — Presiinstitutions.
dent Reagan's imposition of
They noted that bilateral C.S.
economic sanctions on Panama
aid to Panama was suspended in
for alleged drug running is merely
1987 as part of a general deteriorasymbolic because the penalties
tion in relations with the Central
prescribed under U.S. law already
American nation's military
have been applied against the
strongman, Manuel Antonio
country, according to U.S.
Noriega, who has been indicted on
officials.
drug smuggling charges by two
The formal application of the
Florida grand juries.
drug trafficking sanctions law, exIn addition. the United States
pected today, will have little effect
has not backed Panamanian loan
on Panama, a senior U.S. official
requests in international banks
said Monday.
because the country is behind in
Under a 1986 law, Reagan is reits repayments on earlier loans,
quired to take punitive measures
the officials said.
against countries found not to
However, the officials said other
cooperate in curbing drug smuggltypes of sanctions are pOSSIble.
ing to the United States. Countries
They said government lawyers
which are "decertified" are subare reviewing Panama's continuject to the penalties.
.ing eligibility in a U.S. tariff
Today was the deadline for the, preference system for Third
announcement of Reagan's
World countries and in the Caribbean Basin Initiative, which is
findings.
Mexico also is a major source of
aimed at improving access of proillicit drugs but officials said that
ducts of the region to U.S.
country was found by Reagan to
markets.
be cooperating in drug enforcement efforts and therefore not subject to punitive action. Colombia
Federal State Market Sews Service
— another major drug producing
March I. en kentuck, Vurchaee Area lies
nation — also will not face sanclitarbet aepert Includes I Maytag Stations
Act lair F st *Oa Barrows I tints
tions, according to CBS News and
.01.1.81110erer Sows swath tnstaaere I 11lower
Washington Post reports.
It 214 25/1 11/6
11.15 *WM Lb.
The U.S. officials, who spoke on
LIS 3-3 nit 334/1
condition they not be identified,
23*-270 Lets
1118
141.4*4211
Sews
said the law specifies that offenLTS 1 2 re 1.50 1,5s
131 Ile 32.11O tee 33.011
ding countries are not entitled to
US I 3 NO NO Use
$30 .
32.1111
Uhl I 3 461•5011 1.5..
23011.4* 32.1101
U.S. economic or military aid nor
51 I 3 Me sod up 15.
11-311.111113.1.1
to U.S.'support for their loan reVA 2 3 3111161111 Lbs.
$34443441
Bean
Witt
12241.30quests in international lending

ARLES
scenes moves put you
(Mar.21 to Apr 19)
Nit position at work.
If there was slowdown yesterday SCORPIO
at work, a breakthrough comes today. (Oct,23 to No*. 21)
Details are wrapped up and Its full
You'll fulfill a social obligation
speed ahead towards the realization now, but you'll also have
time for
of your goals.
other pleasure pursuits Physical
TAURUS
fitness may be a goal now Exercise
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
and relax
You'll gain a better perspective, SAGITTARIUS
toward children now. Plans regarding (Nov.22 to Dec 21)
education and travel fall into place.
The way to get ahead now is to
You won't sit still tonight. Go out and build upon the past. Career
is a
celebrate.
priority now, but you'll have time to
'GEMINI
make some important household
,(May 21 to June 20)
changes as well.
Tackling problems head-on is the CAPRICORN
beit wsy to solve them today. Doors (Dec. 22 to Jan 19)
will open for you, but first you must
With a home matter now settled,
make the effort. Achievement is you'll turn your attention to
out-ofyours in business.
town interests The desire to learn
CANCER
now is strong in you and some may
(June 21 to July 22)
Simi up for courses.
You'll make some constructive
plaik regariWg a cliiIcts
CaTkr mittePs
fall into place now and you'll definitely make headway.
LEO
(Jul'23 to Aug. 22)
Some will refinance a piece of
property. Extra push now brings
increased revenues in business.
You're really-in a groove now when it
comes to getting things done.

AQUARIUS
(Jan 20 to Feb. 18)
A new understanding is reached
with a close tie Matters of joint
finances are now highlighted. You'll
take important steps to insure future
security now.

PISCES'
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
geed
Morning hours are best for business. Later your attention turns to the
lighter side of life, Dating and outings.
with friends bring you much happiness.
IF BORN TODAY you are security
minded but mustn't allow yourself to
get into a rut Change is good for you
and you're liable to experiment
before settling on a career You're
usually drawn to the arts and will
have success in such fields as music,
tsietry, dance, design, and fiction

Good
Adolph hoc
Chary
Stars

confidence. Make the first move in
romance. Pleasure pursuits are a plus
for you now

LIBRA'
(Sept. 23 to Oct 22)
e4Z5
One career matter is brought to a
successful conclusion now. Some
begin a research project. Behind-the-
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SLAM
L SAVINGS
Sale Price. All-purpos•

heavyweight equipment
bog with separate pock
et for shoes Savings

Sale Price Ea. Softball:
slow style. Graphite

center.

Sale Price. Olds'softball bat In
vaned lengths fluorescent colors

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
-3.65
Goodyear
2071.62
I.B.M.
A
AT&T
Briggs k Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

24%13 2514A
29% .%
30'4 unc
24% Ns
29% unc
281/3 unc
WBB 71/4A
42-%
44% -%
49% -%
71% -%
_ 22% use

46% -%

derrIco
Kniart
Kroger ..
JCPenney ..
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
t..S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

Sole Price. Sombat aluminum
softball bat with slender handle
14%B
35%
29%
48%
. 53/
1
2
44% •%
---liP/4 +
42%
te%
-N%
WA
71
/4

_

Sole Price. MS2497
glove of nylon/
leather. 123
/
4 size

UM'

6.23

414 MAIN STRUT
MURRAY KENTUCKY
753 3366

SOkl

Senior Citizens

Sale Price Ea:Batter's glove for

Sale Price Ea. Battee's glove; let'? Or

adults Of

right hand In SXL

youths

SOOrilnQ Goods DIFO•

22.88
Sale Price Ea. Softball glove; Choose
Mog Plus or Wilson

Get A

15% Discount
On Any Purchase
including
Health & Beauty Aids

34.97
Sale Price. Qualityconstructed softball glove in choice

of K3997 131
/
4" size
of leather. RBG58
13" size' of leather.
A2914 open-web
style, A2915 closed
web style. or USG90
131
/
2" size of leather
• hoetntatt I

3O4t001411

